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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Observational estimates of planetary albedo changes due to
anthropogenic effects

by

Kristina Pistone

Doctor of Philosophy in Oceanography

University of California, San Diego, 2014

Veerabhadran Ramanathan, Chair

A major driver of both the Earth’s natural climate variability and current

climate change is the net solar input to the Earth system, i.e. the amount of

incident solar radiation minus the fraction reflected back to space. Changes in

this so-called albedo may have substantial effects on the Earth’s climate. I use

observations to address aspects of both the Arctic sea ice-albedo feedback and the

albedo effects of aerosols on Indian Ocean cumulus clouds.

In Chapter 2, I use satellite radiation and sea ice fraction measurements to

document the Arctic-wide decrease in planetary albedo and its amplifying effect on

global warming. I calculate that the Arctic planetary albedo has decreased from

0.52 to 0.48 between 1979 and 2011, for an additional 6.4 ± 0.9 W/m2 of solar

xvii



energy input into the Arctic Ocean region. Averaged globally, this albedo decrease

corresponds to a forcing 25% as large as that due to the change in CO2 during this

period.

I then present results using field measurements made in the northern In-

dian Ocean, including ground station observations and aircraft measurements. In

Chapter 3, I discuss the field operations and data processing. I then present re-

sults on the climatology of the Indian Ocean trade cumulus regime, and place these

observations in the context of previous studies of trade cumulus clouds.

In Chapter 4, I use subsets of the observations to isolate specific effects

within the natural variability. I find a positive correlation between aerosol concen-

tration and cloud liquid water for dry cases only, and determine that increased

boundary-layer humidity lowering the cloud base is responsible for this effect.

Large-scale analysis indicates that the high pollution cases originate with a highly-

polluted air mass approaching the observatory from a northwesterly direction; this

polluted mass was within the boundary layer and also exhibited higher temper-

atures and humidity, although the latter was observed to develop rather than

disperse along with the air mass. A statistical analysis indicates that the relation-

ship between aerosol and humidity is lagged. While not causation, the nature of

this correlation suggests a potential effect of aerosol within this air mass enhancing

the atmospheric humidity.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

To first order, the energy budget of the Earth (Figure 1.1) is a balance be-

tween the amount of solar energy absorbed by the Earth system (frequently called

shortwave radiation) and the heat energy which escapes back to space through the

top of the Earth’s atmosphere (often called longwave radiation). Anthropogenic

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions have changed the distribution of energy within

the Earth system; enhanced atmospheric GHGs cause more longwave energy to

be absorbed by the atmosphere rather than escaping to space. By trapping this

heat near the Earth’s surface, global temperatures must rise until the amount of

incoming energy again equals the energy radiated out at the top of the atmosphere

(TOA)1.

The distribution of energy within the Earth system is the product of several

different factors (Figure 1.1). A major component of this is the Earth’s planetary

albedo (α), or the amount of incoming radiation which is reflected back to space

without being absorbed by the Earth system. That is, the amount of energy

actually input to the Earth system is (1-α) times the solar incidence. Globally-

averaged, Earth’s albedo is around 30% (Boucher et al., 2013; Stephens et al.,

2012), although on a local scale albedo can vary considerably, from ∼7% over open

ocean (Ramanathan et al., 1989) to nearly 80% in high-latitude regions covered

1Note that this refers to a system which is in equilibrium. For the actual scenario of still-
changing greenhouse gas concentrations, the temperature will reach true equilibrium only at some
time after the GHG concentrations stabilize. However, this is a reasonable approximation.

1
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Figure 1.1: The Earth’s energy budget (from Stephens et al. 2012). Global albedo
is estimated at 100 W/m2, or approximately 30% of the incoming solar. Note that
this is partitioned into clear-sky reflection (reflection by the atmosphere), surface
reflection (from high-albedo surfaces such as deserts, snow, and ice), and shortwave
cloud effects. This latter term represents roughly half of the total planetary albedo
of the Earth, with the other two terms roughly equal in magnitude.

by snow, ice, or thick low-level clouds (Graves et al., 1993). How planetary albedo

might change coincidently with (or in response to) global temperature increases

is a question which has substantial implications for Earth’s present and future

climate.

In this dissertation, I explore, from an observational standpoint, two diverse

components of the Earth’s albedo. In Chapter 2 I use satellite measurements

to quantitatively address the recent observed decline in Arctic sea ice and the

corresponding decrease in planetary albedo. In Chapters 3 and 4 the analysis

focuses on in situ measurements of clouds and aerosol properties in the northern

Indian Ocean, with the goal of understanding the linkages between the two as well

as the role of dynamics in a region highly impacted by anthropogenic pollution.

The goal of this introductory chapter is to provide the reader with an overview of

each of the components of the Earth’s albedo which are the focus of later chapters;

the state of the scientific knowledge of each; and their importance to a deeper

understanding of the Earth’s climate system.
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1.1 The Earth’s albedo

As defined above, albedo is the amount of incoming radiation which is re-

flected away without being absorbed by the system. It is beneficial to briefly define

some terminology: in the context of Earth’s radiation budget, “surface albedo”

refers to the fraction of radiation reflected off a given surface, and “planetary

albedo” refers to the fraction of incident radiation which is reflected back to space

at the TOA. The two differ in that the latter includes a contribution of reflection

by the atmosphere itself (Figure 1.1), which will be a function of the atmospheric

composition as well as the solar zenith angle. Much of the following discussion

focuses on surface albedo, although the globally-relevant planetary albedo may be

derived from this (Koepke and Kriebel, 1987), and indeed this is what is measured

from satellites, as will be discussed in Chapter 2.

There are three primary components of the Earth’s albedo. First, ice and

snow cover, found primarily in high-latitude regions, acts to reflect much of the

incident solar radiation– up to 80% for fresh snow (Perovich et al., 2002). Second,

clouds, particularly optically thick clouds, may have albedos from 50-70%, and due

to the fact that clouds cover roughly two-thirds of the globe (Boucher et al., 2013),

their effect on global albedo is roughly twice as large as the contribution of surface

albedo (Figure 1.1). The third, aerosols, may act to directly scatter incoming solar

radiation back to space (called aerosol direct or radiative effects), and/or may have

effects on cloud properties (termed aerosol indirect or aerosol-cloud interaction

effects) (Boucher et al. 2013). These components will be explained in more detail

in later sections.

Better understanding of the controls on planetary albedo is key to under-

standing how and to what degree current and future anthropogenic activities will

ultimately impact the Earth and its climate. The effects of climate forcings2 which

modify ice or cloud albedo and the feedbacks resulting from changes in albedo are

parameters essential to the quantification of both natural climate variability and

2Changes to the Earth’s radiative budget associated with some term is called “radiative forc-
ing,” which is defined by the IPCC AR5 as “the change in energy flux caused by a driver,
calculated at the tropopause or top-of-atmosphere” (Boucher et al., 2013). A positive forcing
indicates an increase in heating, whereas a negative forcing indicates a cooling.
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anthropogenic climate change. The retreat of the Arctic sea ice has become an

iconic image of the visible effects of global climate change (Figure 1.2). Aerosols,

and in particular their effects on clouds, represent the greatest source of uncer-

tainty in current estimates of climate forcing (Figure 1.3; Boucher et al. 2013).

Changes in each of these components will affect the Earth’s albedo. In the follow-

ing chapters, I address these two significant aspects of the Earth’s climate system

using observations from satellites, aircraft, and surface instruments.

1.2 The cryosphere and albedo: Arctic sea ice

retreat

The regions of the Earth containing frozen water (sea ice, ice sheets, ice

caps, glaciers, and snow and permafrost), collectively known as the cryosphere,

have the dubious distinction of being one of the most prominent symbols of present

and future climate change, due to its visibly high sensitivity to global temperature

changes. The vanishing Arctic sea ice in particular has been the focus of much

recent attention in both the scientific community and the general public. The

record-setting ice extent minima which occurred in 2007 and then 2012 (Figure

1.2) became symbols of global climate change as a whole. Indeed, the Arctic

sea ice extent, thickness, and average ice age have all been observed to decrease

substantially during the past three decades (Vaughan et al., 2013). The loss of ice

in this region, in addition to other climatic effects, will have the result of reducing

the regional and planetary albedo, increasing the fractional absorption of incident

solar radiation and effectively darkening the planet. This heating in turn may lead

to increased ice melt and further warming, in the so-called ice albedo feedback.

In Chapter 2, I use satellite measurements to quantify how much the Arctic

region has darkened as viewed from space, and how much radiative forcing has

resulted in response to the recent sea ice retreat.
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Figure 1.2: Visualization of the decline in Arctic sea ice between 1979 and 2012.
(Image generated by NASA/GSFC Scientific Visualization Studio with data used
in Pistone et al. (2014).)
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1.3 Clouds, aerosols, and their interactions

1.3.1 Cloud radiative forcing

As mentioned above, clouds cover approximately two-thirds of the Earth’s

surface, and thus have substantial contributions to local and global albedo. Indeed,

the cloud shortwave radiative forcing effect, first measured from satellites in 1989,

was determined to be -50 W/m2 on average, with regional values as high as -100

W/m2 (Ramanathan et al., 1989), values which have not changed substantially

for more recent global estimates (Stephens et al., 2012). In other words, a cloud-

free planet would have only about half the albedo of our Earth. However, the

radiative effect of clouds can be highly variable, depending on factors such as cloud

macro- and microphysical properties (e.g. thickness, height, width, droplet size and

number) as well as location (i.e. latitude, marine versus land environments). Cloud

radiative forcing is defined as difference between the net radiative flux under clear-

sky conditions subtracted from the net flux under cloudy conditions (Ramanathan

et al., 1989). This can also be thought of as the sum of the differences between

clear- and cloudy-sky shortwave forcing, and the difference between clear- and

cloudy-sky longwave forcing. In terms of albedo this cloud radiative forcing CRF

may be written as

CRF = ∆FSW +∆FLW = (Scldy(1−αcldy)−Scs(1−αcs))+(FLW,cldy−FLW,cs) (1.1)

where the subscript cs denotes clear sky and cldy denotes cloudy sky, S denotes

solar irradiance, α is albedo, and F is flux for SW and LW , respectively. Some

of the factors affecting the magnitude of cloud radiative effects are summarized

below:

• cloud optical thickness: optically-thick clouds will have a higher albedo

than will optically-thin clouds. Optical thickness is determined by a num-

ber of macro- and microphysical cloud parameters, such as cloud physical

thickness, cloud liquid water, droplet size, and droplet number con-

centration. Cloud albedo (αcldy) scales with this, as will be discussed in

Section 3.3.5.
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• cloud altitude: high-altitude clouds will trap more outgoing longwave ra-

diation (FLW,cldy) and emit it back towards the surface, adding a positive

(warming) component to the cloud radiative forcing.

• cloud fraction and spatial extent: the first-order effect is that an increase

in area covered by clouds will increase αcldy for the scene as a whole. Beyond

this, regions covered in many smaller clouds may have albedos substantially

different from a similar area covered with a more homogeneous cloud layer,

as three-dimensional cloud scattering effects may significantly affect total

regional albedo.

• underlying scene type: a cloud over the low-albedo open ocean surface

will have greater radiative forcing than will the same cloud over a high-

albedo surface such as snow or ice, since the albedo contrast between clear-

and cloudy-sky scenes is greater (i.e. ∆FSW ), and thus the cloud forcing is

larger.

• latitude: the same cloud at higher latitude will have a smaller shortwave

radiative forcing because solar incidence S will be smaller, so less energy

on an absolute scale (i.e. fewer W/m2) will be reflected back to space. A

poleward migration of tropical clouds (Bender et al., 2012) as predicted under

climate change, may thus have an increasingly significant radiative forcing

impact under climate change scenarios.

In Chapter 3, I present observations of Indian Ocean trade cumulus clouds made

in 2012, including a characterization of their average properties and of the ther-

modynamic structure in which they are found. Due to the nature of the clouds

observed in this region, and the minimal effect of aerosol on longwave cloud prop-

erties, in the following chapters I focus solely on the shortwave cloud effects, i.e.

those directly dependent on cloud albedo. While I do not calculate albedo changes

directly, the results in these chapters have implications for the global albedo via

the above mechanisms.
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Figure 1.3: Relative radiative forcing of anthropogenic climate components com-
pared with preindustrial levels, following the IPCC AR5. Left to right is carbon
dioxide, all well-mixed greenhouse gases, aerosol effects on clouds, and total an-
thropogenic forcing. The uncertainty on forcing due to aerosol-cloud interactions
is nearly four times as great as the uncertainty on CO2 forcing.

1.3.2 Aerosol effects on clouds

Aerosol, defined in a general sense as any solid or liquid suspended in

a gas, are an important constituent within the atmosphere, as they are neces-

sary for heterogeneous cloud nucleation. By acting as cloud condensation nuclei

(CCN), aerosol particles allow water vapor to condense around them and form

cloud droplets at a lower supersaturation than what would have been required

for homogeneous nucleation. In the Earth’s atmosphere, aerosols may be either

natural or anthropogenic in origin. Natural aerosol sources oceanic (sea spray),

biological (forests), land (dust), or volcanic (ash) particulates or precursors, while

anthropogenic aerosol species come primarily from combustion processes (fossil fu-

els, biofuels, or biomass burning); sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, and black carbon

are all predominantly anthropogenic (Boucher et al., 2013). With their significant

climate and health impacts, these aerosols are of increasing interest in some re-
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gions of the world, particularly in India and China. Over the past century there

has been an increase in anthropogenically-produced aerosol on a global scale, but,

due to their short atmospheric lifetimes (few days to weeks) the aerosol– and thus

their environmental and health impacts– are primarily concentrated near the re-

gion of origin. This is particularly dramatic in southeast Asia and the surrounding

regions, which is the focus of Chapters 3 and 4.

Many anthropogenic aerosol species have a direct reflective effect, cooling

the planet by scattering incoming solar radiation back to space (increasing albedo).

However, some aerosols, specifically black carbon (BC), absorb solar radiation for

a warming effect within the atmosphere, decreasing albedo. Because of their im-

portance within the Indian Ocean region, absorbing aerosols will be discussed in

more detail below. The overall climate effects due to aerosols are some of the least

well-understood, nearly a factor of four more uncertain than the forcing due to car-

bon dioxide (Figure 1.3). In addition to their direct effects on the climate, aerosols

are also known to affect clouds by three primary mechanisms. First, increased

aerosols will nucleate more but smaller cloud droplets for brighter (higher albedo)

clouds (Twomey 1974). Next, the smaller droplets will suppress precipitation as

drops are unable to grow large enough to precipitate, which increases cloud life-

times (Albrecht 1989). Finally, absorbing aerosols within the cloud layer absorb

solar radiation, heating the cloud and accelerating its burnoff (Ackerman et al.

2000). These effects are conceptually illustrated in Figure 1.4. Below I provide

an overview of the conventional model of these aerosol-cloud effects, and briefly

describe how they relate to my work in Chapters 3 and 4. Section 4.2 contains

additional discussion of observed aerosol-cloud relationships.

It is important to note that in addition to the often opposing signs of each

of these effects, aerosol-cloud interactions have been shown to be highly dependent

on the regime (i.e. the typical meteorological conditions and cloud types within a

given region) in which they are found (Stevens and Feingold, 2009). That is, the

expression of any or many aerosol-cloud effects will be dependent on the conditions

under which they are expressed, and thus may vary from one region to another

even in considering physically similar clouds.
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Figure 1.4: Schematic representing the conventional model of the basic modifi-
cations to the clean cloud/boundary layer system (left) for nonabsorbing aerosol
case (center) and the absorbing aerosol (e.g. BC) case (right). Profiles in potential
temperature are shown in red, and water vapor in blue. Both aerosol categories
may decrease the amount of solar radiation reaching the surface (surface dimming),
and thus the amount of surface evaporation, atmospheric convection, and available
atmospheric water vapor. Absorbing aerosol through burnoff also thins the cloud
layer and heats the air within the cloud layer, altering the temperature structure.
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The first indirect effect: cloud brightening

The so-called first indirect effect was introduced by Twomey (1974) (and

thus frequently carries his name), and is made up of two main components. First,

increased aerosol concentrations in the atmosphere lead to more cloud condensa-

tion nuclei (CCN), increasing the subsequent number of cloud droplets (Nd) and

decreasing the effective radius (re) of those droplets. The second component of

the first indirect effect is that such perturbed clouds (containing higher pollution

and more, smaller droplets) will also have higher albedo. Both components of this

effect have been observed in many studies, and are particularly evident in the case

of ship tracks (e.g. Durkee et al. 2000).

However, as will be discussed more extensively in the later chapters, the

expression of this effect is necessarily dependent on equal values of liquid water

path (LWP) in clean and polluted clouds. Were this not the case, the re would not

necessarily decrease with increasing Nd. Conversely, if LWP were to increase in

response to increased aerosol, one might observe a “super-Twomey” effect3, with

cloud optical thickness increasing beyond what it would have with solely the effect

due to increased Nd/decreased re, as optical depth will additionally increase with

LWP. Indeed, in order to observe this effect, one must sort the data according to

clean/polluted clouds of similar LWP (e.g. Wilcox et al. 2006).

Thus, when taken alone, the first indirect effect has the overall effect of

increasing cloud brightness (albedo), for an overall cooling effect.

Despite multiple studies observationally verifying this effect on the small

scale, Feng and Ramanathan (2010) found that a model constrained by the con-

dition of constant cloud LWP predicts a resulting cloud brightness (optical depth

and droplet concentration) greater than that seen in satellite observations. This

result suggests that the practice of holding LWP constant to observe changes in

cloud due to changes in pollution may not be entirely representative of buffering

and/or feedback effects on cloud LWP which occur in real-world cloud systems.

3Note that this is not to say that the Twomey effect dictates that liquid water will not change
when a cloud becomes polluted; simply that to see this effect as it is defined, one must compare
observations within bins of equal LWP .
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The second indirect effect: cloud lifetime

The mechanism behind the second indirect effect (Albrecht, 1989) is that

the smaller droplets which occur under polluted conditions will be less able to grow

large enough to precipitate, resulting in suppressed precipitation and thus longer

cloud lifetimes. This effect as modeled is most pronounced on longer time scales,

and is muted on time scales less than a few days (Wood, 2007). When taken alone,

this second indirect effect has an overall cooling effect on the climate system, by

explicitly increasing cloud LWP and the temporal cloud fraction.

However, the trade cumulus clouds observed were typically non-precipitating,

as indicated by the typical observed droplet size distributions measured from the

UAVs. Indeed, more heavily polluted clouds were observed to have more large

droplets than the low pollution cases (Figure B.6), indicating that precipitation

suppression effects are not relevant to the current study. It is worth noting that

most studies exploring the effects of aerosol on LWP focus on the lifetime effect,

which explicitly predicts increased LWP due to decreased loss through precipita-

tion. My analysis in Chapters 3 and 4 somewhat uniquely incorporate measure-

ments of cloud LWP as an important property even in these nonprecipitating small

cumulus clouds.

Semi-direct effects

The semi-direct effect is a third commonly-described mechanism by which

aerosol affects clouds, and is particularly relevant to the analysis in Chapters 3 and

4 given the composition of typical Indian Ocean aerosol. However, this actually

refers to a suite of different possible effects of potentially different signs induced

by absorbing aerosols such as BC. The semi-direct effect was first described by

Ackerman et al. (2000), using data from the northern Indian Ocean, who found

that increased concentrations of absorbing aerosols decreased fractional cloud cover

by warming the cloud-level air, increasing the saturation vapor pressure and thus

decreasing cloud liquid water by evaporation. This expression of the semi-direct

effect is thus one of warming: as aerosol (specifically the amount of absorbing

aerosol) increases, the cloud fraction and thus the albedo within a given region
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decreases, increasing the solar energy absorbed by the system.

However, there is some precedence for absorbing aerosol to instead increase

cloud fraction, producing a cooling effect: above-cloud heating due to absorbing

aerosol may have a stabilizing effect on the atmosphere which will enhance cloud

cover (e.g. Wilcox 2010). Indeed, the review of this suite of effects by Koch and

Del Genio (2010) indicated that the semi-direct effect may take either sign depend-

ing on whether the aerosol is above, below, or inside the cloud; in addition, cloud

type and meteorological conditions may play an important role in the ultimate

sign of the semi-direct effect.

1.3.3 Absorbing aerosol and the Indian Ocean

Special focus should be given to the unique atmospheric conditions in the

northern Indian Ocean. This region frequently has high aerosol loading due to

its proximity to the highly-polluted Southeast Asia region. Thus the effects of the

aerosols in this region– and the effects of these aerosols on clouds– are of particular

interest in terms of a broader understanding of aerosol effects in general.

One of the first field experiments to directly measure the effect of the high

aerosol concentrations in this region was the multi-institution, multi-platform In-

dian Ocean Experiment (INDOEX) in 1998-1999 (Ramanathan et al., 2001b). The

intensive field operations for the first time quantified the direct radiative effects

of absorbing aerosols present in Atmospheric Brown Clouds (ABC) over southeast

Asia, including atmospheric heating and the resultant surface cooling caused by

the presence of black carbon (BC) aerosols within the atmospheric column.

As will be further described in Chapter 3, INDOEX set the stage for later

observations in the Indian Ocean, including the establishment of a long-term obser-

vatory in the region (Ramana and Ramanathan, 2006) and the Unmanned Aerial

Vehicle (UAV) measurement platform (e.g. Ramanathan et al. 2007), both of

which are used in Chapters 3 and 4. My work in these chapters follows from these

previous studies using UAVs and ground measurements, and for the first time

incorporates flux measurements into an analysis of clouds in the region.

As described above, in Chapter 2, I address a question regarding albedo and
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sea ice. Chapters 3 and 4 focus on new field measurements made in the highly-

polluted Indian Ocean region. Chapter 3 describes the experiment design and the

mean state and variability of observations of atmosphere and cloud properties.

Chapter 4 introduces a useful classification of atmospheric conditions, and uses

this to examine the systematic distinctions between low and high pollution cases

and how pollution level influences cloud properties in this trade cumulus regime.



Chapter 2

Observational determination of

the albedo decrease caused by

vanishing Arctic sea ice

Abstract

The decline of Arctic sea ice has been documented in over thirty years of

satellite passive microwave observations. The resulting darkening of the Arctic

and its amplification of global warming was hypothesized almost 50 years ago but

has yet to be verified with direct observations. This study is the first to use satel-

lite radiation budget measurements along with satellite microwave sea ice data to

document the Arctic-wide decrease in planetary albedo and its amplifying effect

on the warming. The analysis reveals a striking relationship between planetary

albedo and sea ice cover, quantities inferred from two independent satellite instru-

ments. We find that the Arctic planetary albedo has decreased from 0.52 to 0.48

between 1979 and 2011, corresponding to an additional 6.4 ± 0.9 W/m2 of solar

energy input into the Arctic Ocean region since 1979. Averaged over the globe,

this albedo decrease corresponds to a forcing that is 25% as large as that due to

the change in CO2 during this period, considerably larger than expectations from

models and other less direct recent estimates. Changes in cloudiness appear to

play a negligible role in observed Arctic darkening, thus reducing the possibility of

15
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Arctic cloud albedo feedbacks mitigating future Arctic warming.

The Arctic has warmed by nearly 2◦C since the 1970s, a temperature change

three times larger than the global mean (Serreze and Barry, 2011). During this

period, the Arctic sea ice cover has retreated significantly, with the summer mini-

mum sea ice extent decreasing by 40% (Fetterer et al., 2002, updated 2009). This

retreat, if not compensated by other changes such as an increase in cloudiness

(Kay and Gettelman, 2009; Curry et al., 1996; Schweiger et al., 2008; Kato et al.,

2006), should lead to a decrease in the Arctic planetary albedo (percent of inci-

dent solar radiation reflected to space), since sea ice is much more reflective than

open ocean. Such an amplified response of the Arctic to global warming was hy-

pothesized and modeled in the 1960s by Budyko (1969) and Sellers (1969). As

per the Budyko-Sellers hypothesis, an initial warming of the Arctic due to factors

such as CO2 forcing will lead to decreased ice cover which exposes more of the un-

derlying darker ocean and amplifies the warming. In 1975, this phenomenon was

simulated in a three-dimensional climate model by Manabe and Wetherald (1975),

who showed that under conditions of a doubling of CO2, tropospheric warming in

the polar regions was much larger than in the tropics, due in part to the albedo

decrease from shrinking snow/ice area. Previous studies have addressed aspects of

this question using a combination of radiative transfer models and indirect albedo

estimates (Flanner et al., 2011; Perovich et al., 2007; Wang and Key, 2005; Mat-

soukas et al., 2010), but this is the first study to use satellite measurements of

both the region’s radiation budget (Wielicki et al., 1998) and the sea ice fraction

(Comiso, 1999, updated 2012) to quantify the radiative effects of ice retreat.

Empirical measurements determining the response of planetary albedo to

sea ice decline are critical for assessing the radiative impacts of Arctic changes

and for evaluating climate models. The CERES (Clouds and Earth’s Radiant

Energy System) satellite program (Wielicki et al., 1998), which includes global

measurements of incident and reflected solar radiation, provides an ideal tool to

address this issue. In this study, we analyze CERES clear-sky and all-sky planetary

albedo data (0.2-4.5µm wavelength range) as well as sea ice observations inferred
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from passive microwave satellite instruments (the Special Sensor Microwave Imager

[SSM/I] and its predecessor and successor (Comiso, 1999, updated 2012)). Using

these datasets, we assess the magnitude of planetary darkening due to Arctic sea

ice retreat, providing the first direct observational estimate of this effect. We

then compare our estimate with simulation results from a state-of-the-art ocean-

atmosphere global climate model (GCM) to determine the ability of current models

to simulate these complex processes.

Comparing spatial patterns of the CERES clear-sky albedo with SSM/I sea

ice concentration patterns, we find a striking resemblance (Figure 2.1), revealing

that the spatial structure of planetary albedo is dominated by sea ice cover both

in terms of the time average (Figure 2.1a,b) and the changes over time (Figure

2.1c,d). Figure 2.1 focuses on the month of September, when the year-to-year sea

ice decline has been most pronounced, although there is also agreement between

sea ice cover and planetary albedo during every other sunlit month of the year

(Figure 2.2). There is also a smaller effect associated with diminishing albedo in

central Arctic regions which have nearly 100% sea ice cover throughout the record

(Figures 2.1d, 2.2), as would be expected from a warming ice pack experiencing

more surface melt (Perovich and Richter-Menge, 2009).

To further probe the relationship between planetary albedo and sea ice

cover, we split the Arctic into six regions (Figure 2.3) and examine changes in the

sea ice cover and albedo averaged over each region. As anticipated from Figure

2.1, monthly-mean values of the clear-sky planetary albedo demonstrate a close

relationship with sea ice cover, which is illustrated in Figure 2.4 for the Eastern

Pacific region (see Figures 2.6 and 2.7 for other regions).

This relationship, however, is not linear: the slope of the curve in Figure 2.4

is steeper for months with more ice. Since the presence of snow gives ice-covered

regions a higher albedo in winter and spring whereas melt ponds contribute to

lower albedos in summer and fall, we hypothesize that the nonlinearity in Figure

2.4 arises due to the seasonal evolution of the ice albedo itself. To test this inter-

pretation, we generate an estimate of the seasonal cycle in the albedo of ice-covered

regions by linearly extrapolating the CERES clear-sky planetary albedo to 100%
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Figure 2.1: (a) Sea ice concentration and (b) CERES clear-sky albedo averaged
over each September during the last five years of the CERES record (2007-2011)
and the change in (c) sea ice and (d) clear-sky albedo between the mean of the last
five Septembers (2007-2011) and the mean of the first five Septembers (2000-2004)
of the CERES record. Results for other months are included in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: As in Figure 2.1, but for the months March through August and
October: (far left) SSM/I sea ice concentration and (middle left) CERES clear-sky
albedo averaged over the last five years of the CERES record (2007-2011), and
(middle right) change in sea ice and (far right) change in clear-sky albedo between
the last five years (2007-2011) and the first five years (2000-2004) of the CERES
record. Note the agreement between sea ice and planetary albedo.
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Figure 2.3: Map of the six regions used in this analysis, shown with the sea ice
cover in March 2000. Counter-clockwise from 0 longitude: Europe (“EU”, blue:
Barents Sea), West Asia (“WA”, lavender: Kara and Laptev Seas), West Pacific
(“WP”, magenta: East Siberian Sea), East Pacific (“EP”, red: Chukchi and Beau-
fort Seas), North America (“NA”, green: Canadian Archipelago, including Baffin
Bay) and Atlantic Ocean (“AO”, cyan: Labrador Sea and waters surrounding
Greenland).
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Figure 2.4: Monthly-mean CERES clear-sky planetary albedo versus SSM/I sea
ice cover for the months March through September during 2000-2011 in the Eastern
Pacific (EP) region. Different colors indicate different months, and lighter shading
indicates earlier years. The thick black line indicates smoothing with a lowpass
moving average filter with a span of 41 points. NCAR CCSM4 model output for the
same region is also included (gray line), using simulation years 1985-2005 smoothed
with a lowpass moving average filter with a span of 82 points (widened to account
for the longer time series). The error bar in the bottom right corner indicates the
instrumental uncertainty of both datasets (see Supplementary Discussion).
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ice cover (see Methods). This isolates what seasonal changes in ice albedo would be

required to produce the nonlinearity in Figure 2.4. We then use an empirical rela-

tionship (Koepke and Kriebel, 1987) to estimate the sea ice surface albedo from the

clear-sky planetary albedo associated with ice-covered regions (see Methods). The

CERES-inferred surface albedo is consistent with in-situ measurements (Perovich

et al., 2002) of the seasonal cycle of sea ice surface albedo (Figure 2.5), suggesting

that the nonlinearity in Figure 2.4 is indeed the result of the seasonal cycle in sea

ice surface albedo. The same basic structure of the relationship between CERES

albedo and SSM/I ice cover (Figure 2.6) and between the observations and model

(Figure 2.7) applies to each individual region and to the Arctic as a whole, and

we see a similar seasonal cycle in sea ice surface albedo inferred for each region

(Figure 2.8).

The CERES albedo observations allow us to directly estimate the total

darkening of the Arctic during the 2000-2011 CERES period. Figure 2.9a shows

the annual clear-sky and all-sky albedos during this period (solid lines). The change

in all-sky albedo implies that the darkening of the Arctic has caused an increase

in solar absorption of 4.2 W/m2 during this 12-year period (see Methods). The

close relationships between all-sky and clear-sky planetary albedo (Figure 2.9a)

and between clear-sky planetary albedo and sea ice cover (Figures 2.1 and 2.4)

implies that much of this darkening and associated increase in solar energy input

can be attributed to the declining Arctic sea ice cover.

These relationships also suggest that the longer 1979-2011 sea ice dataset

can be used to estimate the all-sky and clear-sky planetary albedos during the

period before the CERES instruments were online. Thus we estimate the magni-

tude of the long-term increase in solar energy into the Arctic using the observed

pre-CERES (1979-1999) ice cover paired with a linear approximation of the rela-

tionship between albedo and ice constructed from observations during the CERES

period (2000-2011) for each month and each region, as illustrated in Figure 2.10.

We apply these relationships to the monthly regional sea ice observations, and then

we average over the regions and months to derive the Arctic annual albedo (see

Methods). Note that the linear relationships effectively function as a monthly-
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Figure 2.5: The mean seasonal cycle in sea ice surface albedo during 2000-2011
derived from the CERES data in the region 80◦N-90◦N (blue line) and from in-
situ surface albedo measurements from the Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic
(SHEBA) project (Perovich et al., 2002) of 1997-1998 (black line). Blue error bars
indicate one standard deviation of CERES 2000-2011 year-to-year variability, and
gray shading indicates one standard deviation of SHEBA spatial variability along
a 200m survey line.
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Fig S3 

Figure 2.6: CERES clear-sky planetary albedo versus SSM/I sea ice cover for
each of the six regions; monthly data for March through September during 2000-
2011 is smoothed using a lowpass moving average filter with a span of 41 points
(cf. Figure 2.4). The monthly data that has been smoothed in this figure is shown
for the EP region for CERES in Figure 2.4 and for CCSM4 in Figure 2.8.
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Fig S4 

Figure 2.7: As in Figure 2.4, but for the other regions defined in Figure 2.3 as well
as for the total Arctic. CCSM4 model output for each region is also included for
years 1985-2011, smoothed using a moving average filter with a span of 82 points.
Note that CCSM4 gives results fairly similar to CERES, although the change in
slope occurring around June is less pronounced in the model output and the model
gives a higher summer minimum albedo.
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Fig S5 

Figure 2.8: Seasonal cycle of sea ice surface albedo based on CERES data from
each region. Note that all regions have a similar seasonal cycle, although the
Atlantic Ocean (AO) and Europe (EU) regions differ somewhat from the other
four regions, which is consistent with these being the two regions with the smallest
amount of ice and hence requiring the largest extrapolation to ascertain the albedo
associated with 100% ice cover.
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Figure 2.9: (a) Annual-mean clear-sky and all-sky planetary albedo for the entire
Arctic region. Solid lines are direct CERES observations and dashed lines are
estimates derived from sea ice observations. The error bars in the bottom left
corner indicate the uncertainty in the pre-CERES clear-sky and all-sky albedo
values (see Appendix A). (b) All-sky albedo as in panel a compared with sea ice
area (as a fraction of the ocean in the Arctic region) and surface air temperature
averaged over the ocean in the Arctic region.
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Fig S6 

Figure 2.10: As in Figure 2.4, but for each month individually to indicate the
linear fits to the data (solid lines) used to produce Figure 2.9.

and regionally-varying empirical “kernel”, in analogy with model-based kernels

typically used in feedback analyses (Soden and Held, 2006).

The results are indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 2.9a. For the clear-

sky case, we observe a decrease in albedo from 0.39 to 0.33 during the 33-year

period from 1979 to 2011. The change in all-sky albedo, which is less pronounced

due to clouds masking some of the decrease (Wang and Key, 2005), declines by

0.04±0.006, from approximately 0.52 to 0.48, during this period. This change

in all-sky albedo corresponds to an increase of 6.4±0.9 W/m2 over the Arctic

Ocean during this period. Here the error bar is based on uncertainty in the linear

relationships used to estimate the albedo during 1979-1999 (see Appendix A for

discussion of sources of error). This is equivalent to an increase of 0.43±0.07

W/m2 averaged over the Northern Hemisphere, or 0.21±0.03 W/m2 averaged over
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Figure 2.11: Seasonal cycle of radiative forcing from CERES over the total Arctic
Ocean (black), compared with the previous sea ice radiative forcing estimate of
Flanner et al. (2011) (blue).

the globe. The radiative forcing is largest in June, coinciding with the maximum

solar input; it is smaller by a factor of 5 in September, when the sea ice retreat is

largest but solar input is reduced (Figure 2.11).

Figure 2.9b includes a time series of the surface air temperature in the

Arctic (see Methods) as well as the total Arctic sea ice cover. While this does

not necessarily represent a causal relationship, the warming surface temperature

(red), retreating sea ice (black), and planetary darkening (green) have evolved

approximately in step during the past three decades and together paint a consistent

picture for the Arctic climate.

The relationship between Arctic sea ice and planetary albedo can be di-

rectly compared with climate models, and to this end these observations provide

a new independent metric for evaluating current models. We illustrate this point
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by comparing the observations with simulation results from one of the GCMs par-

ticipating in the most recent Climate Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5),

the National Center for Atmospheric Research Community Climate System Model

version 4 (NCAR CCSM4) (Gent et al., 2011) (see Methods). The CCSM4 simula-

tion (gray lines in Figures 2.4 and 2.7) displays a basic structure similar to that of

the observations, with the slope being steeper for larger ice covers, although there

are substantial quantitative differences for each region and the scatter of individual

monthly points in CCSM4 (Figure 2.12) is less continuous than in the observations

(Figure 2.4).

The simulated model albedo in CCSM4 is systematically higher than the

observed albedos for the EP region shown in Figure 2.4, but for some of the other

regions the simulated albedos are lower (Figure 2.7), such that, when averaged

over the entire Arctic, the simulated and observed albedos are much closer (see

the bottom right panel in Figure 2.7). Furthermore, the uncertainty in the ob-

served albedos is about 1.3% (in albedo units) (Loeb et al., 2009) and retrieval

accuracy for the SSM/I sea-ice fraction1 is about 7.5% (in ice fraction units; see

the Supplementary Text for a more detailed discussion of uncertainties). As a

result, the difference between the observation and model curves is within the in-

strumental uncertainty for all six regions (Figure 2.7), and this difference is less

pronounced when considering the variability of the individual points about the

smoothed curve (Figure 2.12).

The radiative forcing from Arctic darkening that we compute from CERES

and SSM/I is consistent with the CCSM4 simulation results given the level of

observed sea ice retreat. The change in annual total-sky albedo per change in

annual-mean fractional sea ice area, calculated using a regression between the two

quantities averaged over the Arctic Ocean poleward of 60◦N (see Appendix A), is

0.36 in CCSM4 (using simulation years 1985-2005) and 0.39 in our observational

results (using years 2000-2011). This implies that if CCSM4 simulated a rate of

sea ice retreat consistent with observations, then it would also simulate a change

in total-sky albedo consistent with observations. The rate of Arctic sea ice re-

1See data quality documentation at http://nsidc.org/arcticseaicenews/faq/#errorbars
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CCSM4 simulation 

satellite observations 

Fig S7 

Figure 2.12: As in Figure 2.4, but for CCSM4 model output (March-September
during years 1985-2005), with the smoothed curve representing a lowpass moving
average filter with a span of 82 points.
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treat in this CCSM4 simulation is near the middle of the spread of the CMIP5

models (Stroeve et al., 2012; Kay et al., 2011), which substantially under-predict

the observed sea ice retreat (Stroeve et al., 2012); our results suggest that this is

not due to the sensitivity of planetary albedo to changes in sea ice, since this is

well-captured by the model we analyze. The albedo changes that we find are sub-

stantially larger than previously published estimates. A recent study by Flanner

et al. (2011) used a synthesis of measurements and atmospheric models to assess

the Northern Hemisphere cryosphere radiative forcing during 1979-2008. They

found an increase in solar energy input from sea ice albedo changes of 0.15 to 0.32

W/m2, with a mean estimate of 0.22 W/m2 (their Table 2). This estimate, which

relied on atmospheric models, is about half as large as our observationally-based

result of 0.43±0.07 W/m2. It should be noted that their value has a wide uncer-

tainty range and, as pointed out by Flanner et al., was intended as a lower bound

due to biases in their analysis.

We also find a larger radiative forcing than a recent study by Perovich et al.

(2007) which used passive microwave sea ice observations, reanalysis products, and

field measurements. They calculated an increase in the spatial-mean solar energy

absorbed into just the ice-free areas of the Arctic Ocean of 5.6 W/m2 during

1979-2005. Although this is smaller than our value of 6.4 W/m2, it is not a

straightforward comparison because our study applies to the entire Arctic Ocean

area. Furthermore, we consider the increase in solar absorption at the top-of-

atmosphere rather than at the surface.

These results indicate that the clear-sky planetary albedo is 0.31 higher in

ice-covered regions than in ice-free regions, which is determined by extrapolating

the monthly relationships in Figure 2.10 to 100% ice cover and then calculating the

annual albedo. This is larger than the estimate of 0.25 from the previous generation

of satellite radiation measurements (Graves et al., 1993). Similarly, our sea ice

surface albedos (Figure 2.5) are somewhat higher throughout the year than albedos

derived from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) satellite

instrument (Agarwal et al., 2011). However, the AVHRR analysis (Agarwal et al.,

2011) considered the average albedo of all pixels with at least 50% multiyear ice
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cover, rather than only completely ice-covered regions, which was noted to lead to

a lower albedo due to the presence of open water in some pixels.

We next speculate on the implications of the observed albedo decrease for

the climate feedback parameter associated with changes in surface albedo. The

change in annual-mean global-mean surface temperature is 0.69◦C during 1979-

2011 (see Methods). If we make the extreme assumption that all of the observed

decrease in Arctic albedo is due to warming, then we obtain an estimate of the

feedback parameter associated with changes in Arctic Ocean albedo of 0.31 ± 0.04

W/m2/K (change in global forcing of 0.21 W/m2 divided by the global tempera-

ture change). This estimate is an upper bound since some of the decrease in albedo

may be due to natural variability (e.g. Kay et al. 2011) and the darkening effect

of black carbon deposition (e.g. Ramanathan and Carmichael 2008), neither of

which can be estimated reliably solely from current observations. Nonetheless, it

is instructive to compare this observational estimate with those based on climate

models. This upper-bound estimate of the Arctic Ocean contribution to the global

surface albedo feedback parameter is substantially larger than model-based esti-

mates of 0.11 ± 0.04 W/m2/K for the current generation of GCMs (CMIP5) and

0.10 ± 0.03 W/m2/K for the previous generation (CMIP3) (see Methods). In fact,

this observational estimate of just the Arctic Ocean contribution is comparable

to the model-based estimate of the total global surface albedo feedback parame-

ter, which is 0.31 ± 0.07 W/m2/K in CMIP5 Vial et al. (2013) and 0.26 ± 0.08

W/m2/K in CMIP3 (Soden and Held, 2006).

The present results are also consistent with a time-invariant cloud albedo

field. We can relate clear-sky albedo (αcs), all-sky albedo (αas), and overcast

albedo (αcld) to the cloud fraction (fc) as αas = αcs(1− fc) +αcldfc, which implies

that if the cloud fraction and overcast albedo remain approximately constant, then

a change in clear-sky albedo (αcs) will cause a change in all-sky albedo (αas) as

αas = αcs(1 − fc). Given that the all-sky albedo trend during 2000-2011 in Figure

2.9a (solid lines) is about 30% as large as the clear-sky albedo trend, and the

Arctic cloudiness is observed to be about 70% (Kay and Gettelman, 2009), this is

consistent with the cloud fraction remaining approximately constant. While not a
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comprehensive analysis of cloud feedbacks, this approximate calculation suggests

that cloud albedo feedbacks are not playing a substantial role in the observed

Arctic warming.

In summary, this study demonstrates a close relationship between SSM/I

sea ice cover and CERES planetary albedo during the CERES record (2000-2011),

thereby independently corroborating the passive microwave satellite observations of

sea ice retreat. We find consistent agreement between these satellite observations,

a climate model, and in-situ surface observations. Using the relationship between

SSM/I and CERES measurements to extend the albedo record back in time, we

find that during 1979-2011 the Arctic darkened sufficiently to cause an increase in

solar energy input into the Arctic Ocean region of 6.4±0.9 W/m2, equivalent to an

increase of 0.21±0.03 W/m2 averaged over the globe. This implies that the albedo

forcing due solely to changes in Arctic sea ice has been 25% as large globally as

the direct radiative forcing from increased carbon dioxide concentrations, which

is estimated to be 0.8 W/m2 between 1979 and 20112. The present study shows

that the planetary darkening effect of the vanishing sea ice represents a substantial

climate forcing that is not offset by cloud albedo feedbacks and other processes.

Together, these findings provide the first direct observational validation of the

hypothesis (Budyko, 1969; Sellers, 1969) of a positive feedback between sea ice

cover, planetary albedo, and global warming.

Methods

In this work the Arctic is defined as the area north of 60◦N, and only

non-land area is considered. Observed albedo is calculated from CERES SSF

(Single Satellite Footprint TOA/Surface Fluxes and Clouds) Terra Level 3 Edi-

tion 2.6 shortwave radiation (0.2-4.5µm) on a 1◦1◦ grid data during March 2000

through December 2011. By subdividing the larger Arctic Ocean into smaller re-

gions (Figure 2.3) and averaging over these spatial areas, we minimize the effects

of the contamination of individual retrievals by the neighboring pixels. We use

2See historical radiative forcing data compiled in the RCP database:
https://tntcat.iiasa.ac.at:8743/RcpDb/dsd?Action=htmlpage&page=compare
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monthly gridded sea ice concentration data (Comiso, 1999, updated 2012) on a

25×25 km polar stereographic grid during January 1979 through December 2011;

ice cover in each region is computed as the mean of the ice concentration weighted

by grid cell area. A detailed discussion of the sources of bias and uncertainty

of both CERES and sea ice data may be found in the Supplementary Text. We

use CCSM4 simulation result from years 1985-2005 of Ensemble Member #1 of

the 1◦ 20th Century simulation, acquired from the Earth System Grid (case name

b40.20th.track1.1deg.005). The temperature in Figure 2.9b is from the Goddard

Institute of Space Studies (GISS) 2◦×2◦ surface temperature record (Hansen et al.,

2010). We used the annual-mean (January-December) global-mean temperature

product from this same dataset for the feedback analysis, where we estimated the

total change during 1979-2011 as the product of the linear trend and the time

interval.

The annual-mean albedo is computed as the ratio of annual-mean solar

fluxes (rather than the average of the monthly albedo values), and spatial-mean

albedos are calculated in the same way. For the pre-CERES period, we use a con-

stant solar incidence equal to the value averaged over the CERES period. Spatial

points with missing values are ignored in our calculation of the spatial means. Of

the 420 regional-mean monthly-mean clear-sky albedo values considered, 83% had

less than 10% of grid boxes with missing data and 98% had less than 20% with

missing data. Due to the onset of polar night, only the months March through

September are considered for albedo, and we calculate annual albedo values as-

suming zero solar flux during October through February.

The sea ice surface albedo is estimated using two steps. First, the clear-sky

planetary albedo associated with 100% sea ice cover is computed from an ordinary

least squares linear regression between albedo and sea ice cover for each month

constrained to go through an ocean albedo of 0.175 (Graves et al., 1993) at 0% sea

ice cover. For this calculation, a region containing all ocean grid cells between 80◦N

and 90◦N is used in order to reduce the extrapolation to 100% ice calculation and to

focus on multiyear ice for comparison with the in-situ observations. Next, surface

albedo (αsfc) is calculated from this clear-sky planetary albedo (αcs) based on a
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linear estimate, αsfc = (αp,cs − a)/b, with empirically-derived seasonally-varying

monthly parameter values of a and b adopted from a previous study (Koepke and

Kriebel, 1987).

The clear-sky albedo during 1979-1999 is computed from sea ice using a total

least squares linear regression between 2000-2011 clear-sky albedos and sea ice.

All-sky albedos during 1979-1999 are similarly computed from clear-sky albedos

using a total least squares linear regression between the two albedos during 2000-

2011. In both regressions, the quantities are normalized by their uncertainties, and

error bars are estimated based on the regression confidence intervals (see details

in Appendix A).

We estimate the Northern Hemisphere ocean contribution to the global

surface albedo feedback parameter by drawing on the results of previous studies.

An analysis of CMIP3 models under an idealized emissions scenario showed that

37 ± 9 % of the total surface albedo feedback was due to changes in the Northern

Hemisphere ocean (Winton, 2006). We assume that this fraction does not change,

scaling the CMIP3 and CMIP5 albedo feedback parameters by this number to

obtain the estimates reported in the text.

This chapter, in full, is a reprint of the material as it appears in the Pro-

ceedings of the National Academy of Sciences under the title “Observational deter-

mination of the albedo decrease caused by vanishing Arctic sea ice” (2014). The

coauthors on this work were Ian Eisenman and Veerabhadran Ramanathan. The

dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this paper.



Chapter 3

Field observations of Indian

Ocean trade cumulus clouds

3.1 The tropical atmosphere and the northern

Indian Ocean

The latitude bands centered on the equator, known as the tropics (23◦N to

23◦S), are highly significant to global climate. These equatorial regions are marked

by high levels of atmospheric convection, due to higher year-round insolation as

compared with the mid- or high latitudes. This deep tropical convection, forming

the rising branch of the global Hadley circulation (Figure 3.1), produces frequent

towering storm systems known as cumulus anvils, which are important to global

atmospheric circulation and climate, as they are responsible for transport of mois-

ture within the tropics, and of energy from equatorial regions towards the poles.

Away from the deep convective regions of the convergence zone, the tropical ocean

is covered by shallow cumulus (Figure 3.1) over 20-40% of its surface (Norris, 1998).

These so-called trade cumulus clouds are responsible for moistening the planetary

boundary layer (PBL) which later facilitates tropical deep convection. Due to the

low ocean albedo and high average cloud albedo, clouds in these zones have a large

potential to affect global albedo. These small clouds may contribute up to 40% of

cloud area (McFarquhar et al., 2004), and thus may have important effects in the

37
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Figure 3.1: Photo showing a trade cumulus cloud field in the Northern Indian
Ocean (photo credit: Steffen Dörner), overlaid with a schematic showing the role
of trade cumulus in the Hadley circulation (adapted from Ramanathan, 2009).

region. However, their small spatial extent and short lifetimes means that these

shallow cumulus are less frequently studied than are other types of clouds.

The tropical atmosphere is also a region with high potential for anthro-

pogenic effects. India and China in particular (Ramanathan et al., 2001b) have

increased fossil fuel and biomass burning in recent decades with corresponding

increases in atmospheric aerosol pollution, while African and South American

biomass burning are also substantial sources of pollution within the tropical re-

gions (Hartmann et al., 2013). The variability of atmospheric aerosol loading even

within one region can have substantial effects on regional and global climate.

In part due to regional emission sources causing consistently heavy air pol-

lution in the region (Figure 3.2), the northern Indian Ocean has been extensively

studied (e.g. Ramanathan et al. 2001b; Ramana and Ramanathan 2006; Ra-

manathan et al. 2007; Lawrence and Lelieveld 2010). In this chapter I describe the

results from a recent field campaign, CARDEX (Cloud, Aerosol, Radiative forcing,

Dynamics EXperiment), conducted in February and March of 2012 in the north-

ern Indian Ocean (Figure 3.2). My work incorporates new measurements of cloud
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liquid water and atmospheric fluxes to gain insight into the atmospheric processes

in the region.

The meteorology of the Indian Ocean is unique in that it exhibits a particu-

larly large seasonal variation following the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ),

the region of low-level atmospheric convergence and strong upward motion which

oscillates between 5-15◦S in the northern hemisphere winter to as high as 30◦N in

the northern hemisphere summer (Lawrence and Lelieveld, 2010), following the lat-

itude of maximum insolation. The land-sea temperature gradient over the Indian

subcontinent and ITCZ migration produces a strong seasonal cycle in precipitation

and atmospheric structure. In the summer monsoon season (June through Septem-

ber), the ITCZ is over the subcontinent, and warm temperatures cause rising mo-

tion over the land, bringing moist air from the colder ocean and producing deep

convective systems and tall cumulus anvil thunderstorms over India (Lawrence and

Lelieveld, 2010). These storms have the secondary effect of removing much of the

South Asian atmospheric pollution from the lower atmosphere. In contrast, during

the winter monsoon (November through March), the ITCZ is located south of the

equator around 10◦S, and low-level flow is northerly/northeasterly, following the

temperature gradient from the colder subcontinent to the warmer ocean. The pe-

riods of late September through October and April to May are transition periods,

during which the ITCZ moves rapidly from one flow pattern to the other.

As was briefly described in Chapter 1, one of the first and largest field ex-

periments on aerosol was the Indian Ocean Experiment (INDOEX) in 1998-1999

(Ramanathan et al., 2001b). Coordinated by the Center for Clouds, Chemistry,

and Climate (C4) at Scripps Institution of Oceanography with the participation

of collaborators from multiple international institutions, INDOEX made simul-

taneous multi-platform measurements of the Indian Ocean region from satellites,

aircraft, ships, and ground observatories with the goal of observationally constrain-

ing the effects of aerosols in the region. By making transects across the ITCZ, the

scientists were able to measure the effects of highly-polluted conditions and con-

trast them with pristine Southern Hemisphere conditions (e.g. Heymsfield and

McFarquhar 2001). The intensive field operations quantified for the first time the
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Figure 3.2: Map of the study location highlighting the Maldives Climate Ob-
servatory at Hanimaadhoo (MCOH). The overlay is a satellite (MODIS) image of
the region, showing an aerosol plume coming off the subcontinent. The presence
of absorbing aerosols in the plume is evident from its greyish color. Predominant
low-level flow during winter months (Lawrence and Lelieveld, 2010) is indicated
by the arrows.

direct radiative effects of absorbing aerosols present in Atmospheric Brown Clouds

(ABC) over southeast Asia, including atmospheric heating and surface cooling

caused by the presence of black carbon (BC) aerosols within the atmospheric col-

umn. INDOEX would set the stage for later work in the region investigating the

effects of absorbing aerosols within the atmospheric column.

This tradition was continued with the 2006 Maldives Autonomous un-

manned aerial vehicle Campaign (MAC) (Ramanathan et al., 2007; Ramana et al.,

2007; Corrigan et al., 2008; Roberts et al., 2008), which investigated the role of

absorbing aerosols in the Indian Ocean using lightweight unmanned aerial vehi-
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cles (UAVs) with miniaturized radiation, aerosol, and cloud instrumentation as

payload. The UAVs were flown stacked one on top of the other and, with their

upward- and downward-looking instrumentation operating simultaneously, directly

measured the amount of radiation absorbed within an aerosol layer. CARDEX fol-

lows from these previous studies using UAVs and ground measurements, and for

the first time incorporates flux measurements into this analysis.

The CARDEX campaign in 2012 was again led by scientists from Scripps

Institution of Oceanography in San Diego, California and included collaborators

from the Desert Research Institute in Reno, Nevada; Stockholm University in

Stockholm, Sweden; Max Planck Institute for Chemistry in Mainz, Germany; and

Argonne National Lab in Argonne, Illinois. This experiment was designed to ob-

serve the atmosphere at the end of the so-called dry season (winter monsoon), a

time when atmospheric flow over the Maldives is predominantly from the highly-

polluted subcontinent with little wet removal due to rainfall. These conditions are

heavily influenced by anthropogenic pollution (Figure 3.3), and thus the site is

valuable to a broader understanding of aerosol effects.

In Section 3.2, I describe the design of the CARDEX campaign and the

measurements involved. I describe the continuous ground measurements of col-

umn liquid water path (LWP) and precipitable water vapor (PWV) made from

a microwave radiometer (MWR) instrument, with concurrent water vapor flux,

cloud and aerosol vertical profiles, meteorological data, and surface and total-

column aerosol measurements. These surface-based data were augmented by high-

resolution observations of aerosol, radiation, cloud, and flux properties and at-

mospheric vertical structure, made using the airborne Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

(UAV) platform. In Section 3.3, I characterize the small cumulus clouds which

were observed during CARDEX, and place these observations in the context of

previous studies focused on observations of trade cumulus clouds. In Section 3.4, I

characterize the typical conditions observed during CARDEX and explore the de-

pendence of cloud properties on other observed parameters. Continuing in Chapter

4, I describe two distinct categories of observed atmospheric conditions, and clas-

sify these as “wet” and “dry” regimes. I then focus on a specific subset of these
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measurements to analyze the mechanisms governing the variation in observed cloud

liquid water during CARDEX.

3.2 The CARDEX campaign: instruments and

data

Between 16 February and 30 March 2012, the Cloud, Aerosol, Radiative

forcing, and Dynamics EXperiment (CARDEX) was conducted on Hanimaadhoo

Island, Maldives (Figure 3.2). During the campaign, measurements from small air-

craft were supplemented with continuous ground measurements, including a lidar

and microwave radiometer (MWR) exclusive to the CARDEX observation period.

The measurements made during CARDEX are summarized in Figure 3.4, and I

describe the data in the following sections. As a good portion of the subsequent

analysis focuses on the cloud LWP, measurements which are unique to CARDEX,

I provide a more detailed description of the theory, operation, and calibration of

the MWR instrument (Section 3.2.2).

3.2.1 Maldives Climate Observatory– Hanimaadhoo

The Maldives Climate Observatory on Hanimaadhoo Island, located at

6.77635◦N, 73.18318◦E, has been operational since October 2004 (Ramana and

Ramanathan, 2006). Continuous measurements (1 Hz) of aerosol and radiation

include a condensation particle counter (CPC) to measure aerosol number concen-

tration (d > 0.01µm); two aethalometers to measure aerosol absorption at 7 wave-

lengths (370 nm to 880 nm); a three-channel nephelometer (450, 550, and 700nm)

to measure aerosol scattering; and two all-sky and two diffuse Kipp and Zonen

CMP21 pyranometers measuring broadband radiation (285-2800 nm). There is

additionally an AERONET (the AErosol RObotic NETwork) sun photometer1 at

MCOH, which has been operational since late 2004. The AERONET measure-

1AERONET is a system of sun photometers distributed in various locations over the globe,
providing aerosol optical, microphysical, and radiative properties from standardized instrumen-
tation (http://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/).
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Figure 3.3: Time series of aerosol number concentration (CPC), total-column
AOD at 500 nm, and aethalometer BC mass concentration as determined from
absorption at 520 nm. CPC and BC are minute-averaged data, while AERONET
AOD is for all valid AERONET retrievals (note no night retrievals).

ments include total-column aerosol optical depth and mode fraction, precipitable

water vapor, and other parameters at a frequency of several times an hour at times

when the disk of the sun is visible to the instrument. This is in addition to contin-

uous measurements of typical meteorological parameters, such as surface pressure,

temperature, wind, and relative humidity. The combination of these data allows

for characterization of the atmospheric conditions at any given time.

The different aerosol instruments show reasonable agreement (Figure B.2).

I primarily use the CPC instrument to characterize conditions as low or high

pollution. Note that the “clean” threshold used by previous studies (e.g. Na < 500
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of the measurement operations during the CARDEX
campaign.

cm−3 in Ramanathan et al. 2001b) is far lower than most conditions observed

during CARDEX. Thus I use the terms “low pollution” and “high pollution” rather

than “clean” and “polluted,” as truly clean conditions were not observed.

Micropulse lidar (MPL)

A mini-micropulse lidar (MPL) was added to the MCOH observations

for the duration of the CARDEX campaign. The MPL retrievals consisted of

vertically-resolved backscatter data at 30-meter resolution above 250 m, collected

at 0.1 Hz. The MPL was operated daily for as many hours as possible between

22 February and 30 March. More continuous operation was not possible due to

the sensitivity of the instrument to conditions of heat, direct sunlight, and ambi-

ent humidity, which required constant operator supervision. The instrument was
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also switched off around noon particularly as the equinox approached to avoid di-

rect overhead solar glare into the instrument cavity. The MPL was successfully

operated for four overnight periods, on 20 and 22-24 March to fully characterize

the diurnal cycle. Retrievals of backscatter from the MPL were used to calculate

cloud base height (zcb) and planetary boundary layer height (zPBL), both from

an instrument algorithm. Cloud base was determined using wavelet transforms

to accentuate the local peaks in lidar Normalized Radiative Backscatter (NRB).

In this process, a specialized algorithm using a thresholding scheme based on the

signal noise floor was then used to determine if a local peak is a cloud peak. This

cloud base algorithm was compared to cloud base height determined using a sim-

ple thresholding in the NRB and the two were found to be consistent, although

the former was systematically higher than the latter. The MPL retrievals were

averaged and data were reported every 2 minutes.

Flux instrumentation

Also unique to CARDEX was a surface-based u, v, w gust probe and a

krypton hygrometer to measure water vapor fluctuations. This instrument was

identical to the instrumentation flown on an aircraft (Section 3.2.3; Thomas et al.

2012). Data were averaged using an eddy covariance method, and were reported

at 30-minute resolution.

3.2.2 Microwave radiometer (MWR)

The 2-channel (23.8 GHz and 31.4 GHz) microwave radiometer (MWR) uti-

lized during CARDEX was manufactured by Radiometrics Corporation and on loan

from the Department of Energy’s Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM)

Climate Research Facility (Radiometrics-Corporation, 1995; Morris, 2006). The

advantage to this instrument is that it allows sampling of very small-scale clouds

which are not resolvable from satellites, but which nonetheless may represent a sig-

nificant contribution to the cloud field of the region (e.g. Jiang et al. 2009). The

two channels on the instrument are chosen to optimize the liquid and water vapor

retrievals, as described below. Water vapor has an absorption (and thus emission)
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line at 22.235 GHz, and the 31 GHz frequency is in a clear-air “window” for most

atmospheric constituents, with only microwave emission by atmospheric liquid wa-

ter (Westwater, 1993). The MWR was run continuously during CARDEX from

5 March through 29 March. The MWR measures the microwave radiation at its

two channels to give an estimate of total column precipitable water vapor (PWV)

and total column liquid water path (LWP). While the following sections give these

values in grams per square meter, in some cases (as with the MWR GUI, as well as

the PWV retrievals from AERONET and the TRMM satellite as will be described

later) this value may be reported in centimeters2. The conversion between the two

is straightforward, simply using the density of water ρH2O =1000kg/m3 to obtain

the relation

[g/m2] = 104 × [cm] (3.1)

The instrument noise level is ±3 g/m2, while the retrieval uncertainty is ±30 g/m2.

The full record of measured LWP is shown in Figure 3.7, and the PWV record is

shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. Cloud events are evident in the large spikes in LWP

in Figure 3.7; also note that, due to atmospheric variability and lack of concurrent

or colocated radiosonde profiles, the background LWP varies on the scale of several

days, above the instrument uncertainty of 30 g/m2, with background LWP between

0 and 80 g/m2. However, this bias in clear-sky retrieval likely does not affect the

magnitude of the measured cloud LWP (Morris, 2006).

Radiometer operation and data processing

As mentioned above, the radiometer’s two channels at 23.8 and 31.4 GHz

were chosen to correspond to predominantly water vapor and liquid water emission,

respectively. The 23.8 GHz wavelength is chosen as it is a “hinge point,” at which

the vapor emission does not vary with pressure, and is in close proximity to the

absorption line at 22.235 GHz. As liquid water emission increases with increasing

frequency in the microwave (Morris, 2006), it dominates the 31.4 GHz channel.

2If reported in units of length (cm or mm), this value represents the height of precipitation that
would result if all liquid water within a given atmospheric column were to fall out as precipitation
(Curry and Webster, 1999). The atmospheric PWV has an analogous definition.
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The upward-facing radiometer mirror passively collects microwave radiation and

focuses it through a Gaussian optical antenna inside the instrument.

The MWR was equipped with a Graphical User Interface (GUI) program

for data acquisition and recording. The instrument’s algorithm to calculate LWP

and PWV from raw output was independently verified according to the following

calculations, incorporating atmospheric constants determined empirically from a

bilinear regression of liquid water and water vapor as measured by atmospheric

soundings (Morris, 2006). The closest sounding location with enough statistics to

derive the constants was located 7◦ south of MCOH on Gan Island, Maldives, at

0.69060◦S, 73.14990◦E, the distance of which likely accounts for the large variance

in the baseline non-cloud LWP values as seen in Figure 3.7.

The raw measurement made by the MWR is in “counts” (c) per channel,

indicating the number of zero-crossings in the voltage-to-frequency signal converter

in the proprietary MWR hardware (Morris, 2006). This quantity is converted to

a voltage according to a linear relationship, where

V (c = 63 counts) = 0V, and V (c = 61838 counts) = 10V (3.2)

Three measurements of c were made for each channel: one measurement of the

sky (c23 and c31), one measurement of the black body within the MWR (cbb,23

and cbb,31), and one measurement of the noise diode injection on the black body

(cbbn,23 and cbbn,31). These are then converted to corresponding voltages, which are

in turn converted to brightness temperatures for each channel according to the

relationship

Tν =
Tnd,ν

Vbbn,ν − Vbb,ν
(Vν − Vbb,ν) + Tbb (3.3)

where Tnd,ν is the noise diode injection temperature for each band ν = [23, 31] GHz,

Vbb,ν and Vbbn,ν are the blackbody voltages measured with noise diode on and off,

and Tbb is the black body temperature calculated as the average of the two channel

black body temperatures. Each of these variables is calculated for each vertical

retrieval by the MWR. Vν is calculated from the measured counts for each band

using Equation 3.2. This calculation is adapted from the relationship described in

more detail in Han and Westwater (2000) (Equation 16). Tν is thus the temperature
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measured by the antenna, or the equivalent blackbody brightness temperature for

each channel; i.e. the brightness temperature that would be expected from a black

body emitting the amount of radiation measured by the radiometer.

These black body temperatures then convert to opacity following Equation

13 of Han and Westwater (2000):

τν = ln

(
Tmr,ν − Tbkgd
Tmr,ν − Tν

)
(3.4)

where Tbkgd = 2.75 K is the cosmic background temperature, Tmr,ν is the at-

mospheric mean radiating temperature for each channel, determined empirically

according to the Gan atmospheric soundings to be Tmr,23 = 288.43 K and Tmr,31 =

287.10 K for March.

Finally, the LWP and PWV (in units of cm) were derived from the opacities

and Gan sounding atmospheric constants (v0, v1, v2, `0, `1, `2) according to

PWV = v0 + v1τ23 + v2τ31 (3.5)

LWP = `0 + `1τ23 + `2τ31 (3.6)

The empirically-determined Gan constants for the month of March are

v0 = 0.0886288 v1 = 22.7573204 v2 = −12.6556444

`0 = −0.0139545 `1 = −0.3188320 `2 = 0.8790445 (3.7)

From these, it becomes obvious that the PWV depends more strongly on the

retrieval in the 23 GHz channel, while the LWP retrieval is more strongly dependent

on the 31 GHz channel. These equations give PWV and LWP in terms of cm, which

are then converted to units of g/m2 according to Equation 3.1.

PWV and LWP retrievals calculated from the raw MWR counts according

to this process were found to be equivalent to the MWR GUI-derived values, vali-

dating this process and allowing for later recalculation using different atmospheric

constants.

Data quality assurance

The MWR self-calibrated itself on an ongoing basis using a tip-curve pro-

cess. Beyond the initial calibration period, the tip calibration was performed to
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Figure 3.5: The MWR operational GUI, showing (top) the time series of Tbb,
Tmx, and Tnd, and LWP in mm (PWV not shown due to scale); (bottom left) the
recent measurement history, showing a TIP calibration; and (bottom right) a TIP
calibration for atmospheric opacity through 1.0 to 3.0 air masses. A successful
calibration will update the ND CALIB.LOG file with constants to calibrate the
noise diode temperature.

maintain the calibration upon detection of clear-sky conditions using 8 tip angles:

(23.6◦, 30.0◦, 41.8◦, 90.0◦, 138.2◦, 150.0◦, 156.4◦, 90.0◦), corresponding to 2.5, 2,

1.5, and 1 air masses on either side of the vertical, as measured by the amount

of air through which the retrieval was taken. A full tip-curve cycle took less than

50 seconds to complete, meaning that when the radiometer was in TIP mode it

recorded 2 retrievals every 42 seconds (16 and 26-second intervals); comparatively,

in line-of-sight mode (when no tip calibration was being performed), atmospheric

retrievals were made every 3 seconds. A fifth angle pair, 19.5◦ and 160.5◦, corre-

sponding to 3 air masses, were removed after the initial calibration phase to assure

clearing the tree line.

Radiometer data was further quality-checked and processed for cloud re-

trievals following the algorithm described below. Following instrument documenta-
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tion, values with retrievals greater than 3000 g/m2 were discarded as unphysical, as

were retrievals with the instrument wet-flag indicating moisture had accumulated

on the instrument. For further data quality, a brightness temperature threshold

was applied (Figure 3.6), excluding retrievals for which at least one Tb was greater

than 100 K, which were potentially contaminated.

Values above 35 g/m2 (to reflect the instrument noise level and retrieval

uncertainty) above a 1000-point running mean (Figure B.1) were flagged as cloud

retrievals; consecutive cloud-flagged retrievals are considered a “cloud event” (Fig-

ure 3.7, inset). An absolute maximum of 130 g/m2 was imposed on the running

mean to avoid obvious cloud retrievals skewing the background mean high. These

values were empirically determined to maximize the number of clouds identified

while discounting spurious “cloud events” that were a product of noise in the in-

strument. To this end I also discard all single-retrieval “cloud events” and define

the latter as having at minimum two consecutive cloud-flagged retrievals.

In this analysis, I largely examine the average peak cloud LWP for each

cloud event, defined as the mean of all cloud retrievals within 100 g/m2 of the

peak cloud value. This preserves the peak LWP as a characteristic of the cloud

(Warner, 1955) while accounting for instrument noise and variability within the

cloud.

Validation against other instruments

The AERONET sun photometer also produces a value for total-column

PWV, although these retrievals are limited to daylight, cloud-free conditions. Ad-

ditionally, the sun photometer measures the total-column atmosphere between the

instrument and the sun, whereas the radiometer is a continuously upward-looking

instrument. Discrepancies due to these different measurement techniques are min-

imal due to low latitude and season.

For the period for which the data overlaps, there is good agreement between

the AERONET and the MWR retrievals. An additional measure of PWV comes

from the TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI), a five-channel passive microwave in-

strument on the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite, launched
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Figure 3.6: Channel brightness temperatures (Tb) versus retrieved MWR LWP.
Red/magenta dots indicate cloud retrievals discarded due to Tb of one or both
channels exceeding 100 K. Note that these high Tb values additionally correspond
to retrievals already eliminated in the QC process for giving LWP greater than
3000 g/m2, which is considered unphysical.
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Figure 3.7: Liquid water path measured during CARDEX. Blue points indicate
cloud-flagged values, and the inset illustrates an example of cloud events.
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Figure 3.8: Precipitable water vapor measured during CARDEX. Blue indicates
all cloud-averaged retrievals, and purple indicates clouds with at least ten consec-
utive cloud retrievals.

in 1997, orbiting in an inclined orbit between 35◦N and 35◦S in a precessing path to

sample all hours of the diurnal cycle. Figure 3.9 shows that all three instruments

exhibit excellent agreement.

3.2.3 UAV flight data

During CARDEX, 63 science flights were performed with three Unmanned

Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) for a total of 91.2 flight hours between 23 February 2012 and

26 March 2012. There were three payloads flown. Past campaigns involving various

UAV payloads, including the MAC campaign described above, are described in

Ramanathan et al. (2007), Ramana et al. (2007), Corrigan et al. (2008), Roberts

et al. (2008), and Ramana et al. (2010).
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Figure 3.9: Precipitable water vapor (PWV) over MCOH during CARDEX as
measured by the microwave radiometer (MWR), the MCOH AERONET sun pho-
tometer, and the TMI satellite instrument on TRMM, averaged over a 6◦ × 6◦

region centered on MCOH.

Aerosol and radiation payload

The MAC4 aircraft was flown for 18 flights and was equipped with pay-

load to measure aerosol and radiation parameters. This included upward- and

downward-looking pyranometers (0.3 - 2.8 µm) with identical specifications to

those installed at MCOH; upward- and downward-looking PAR sensors to measure

photosynthetically active radiation (0.4 - 0.7 µm); a condensation particle counter

(CPC) for aerosol number concentration (d >0.01 µm); optical particle counter

(OPC) for aerosol size distribution (0.3 - 3.0 µm); and three-channel aethalometer

(370, 520, and 880 nm) to measure absorption, from which black carbon (BC)

concentration is derived. As with all planes, MAC4 also possessed a temperature

and humidity sensor. MAC4 was primarily flown to measure vertical profiles of the

aerosol, radiation, temperature, and humidity profiles from the surface to 3 km.
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Cloud microphysics payload

The MAC6 aircraft was flown for 15 flights and was equipped with payload

to measure cloud parameters, including a cloud droplet probe (CDP) for droplet

size distribution (1 - 50 µm), and liquid water probe to measure liquid water

content (LWC), as well as temperature and humidity sensors. MAC6 was flown at

times of high probability of sampling a cloud; the flight patterns and times reflect

this strategy.

Flux payload

The MAC5 aircraft was flown for 20 flights, equipped with a gust probe

measuring u, v, and w wind, and a krypton hygrometer measuring water vapor

fluctuations at a frequency of up to 100 Hz (Thomas et al., 2012). This aircraft

payload was newly developed for CARDEX and was not available in previous UAV

campaigns such as the Maldives AUAV Campaign (MAC) in Hanimaadhoo in 2006

(Ramanathan et al., 2007) or the Cheju ABC Plume-Monsoon Experiment (CAP-

MEX) in Cheju, Korea in 2008 (Ramana et al., 2010).

On several occasions two planes were flown simultaneously, including two

cloud and flux flights (one stacked), two cloud and aerosol/radiation flights, and

one aerosol and flux flight. The times of flight are shown in Figure 3.10. In the

top panel, this is shown over the MWR PWV timeseries indicating “wet” (blue)

or “dry” (black) conditions, a distinction that will be analyzed in more detail in

Chapter 4. The lower panel shows the flights over smoothed (hourly-averaged)

MCOH CPC aerosol concentration time series indicating low (green) or high (red)

pollution. Overall, three flight days (March 4, 10, 11) were both low-pollution and

low-PWV, and seven (February 23, 24, March 2, 3, 20, 25, 26) were clearly high-

pollution, low-PWV days. This subdivision of flight days will be used in further

detail in Chapter 4. The list of flight dates and times (MVT) can be found in

Table 3.1. Note that while the MAC4 aircraft was flown equally in the morning or

the afternoon, MAC5 was primarily flown in the afternoon to capture observations

of a more fully-developed boundary layer. The MAC6 flights were also evenly split
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between mornings and afternoons; this schedule was primarily determined by the

presence of penetrable clouds on a given flight day.

In this chapter and the next, I examine the different aircraft individually,

due to their differing flight plans and calibration standards. For example, MAC4

regularly profiled directly up to 3 km in altitude, whereas the MAC5 flights typi-

cally ascended to ∼1.5-2 km and sampled more extended horizontal legs, and the

MAC6 flights, with the goal of obtaining in-cloud samples, were frequently lower

in altitude and more improvised in spatial range than those of other planes. Given

the inherent spatial heterogeneity of the trade cumulus regime, the analysis of at-

mospheric thermodynamic structure in this chapter and the next is focused on the

MAC4 data, which profiled the atmosphere in a spiral flight pattern above a single

surface location, and additionally ascended to a higher altitude than the other

two planes, making it ideal for capturing a complete picture of the full boundary

layer/temperature inversion structure.
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Figure 3.10: Time series showing the dynamic range of precipitable water vapor
(PWV, upper panel) and surface aerosol concentration (CPC, lower panel) ob-
served during CARDEX. Overlaid vertical lines indicate UAV flight times for the
aerosol/radiation (MAC4, magenta), flux (MAC5, blue), and cloud microphysics
(MAC6, cyan) planes, showing that a wide range of conditions were sampled.
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Table 3.1: CARDEX flight dates with local takeoff times for the aerosol/radiation
(MAC4), flux (MAC5), and cloud microphysics (MAC6) planes.

Date MAC4 MAC5 MAC6

23 Feb 12:30
24 Feb 12:51
27 Feb 10:00
28 Feb 09:00 14:56 12:00
29 Feb 14:53 09:30
02 Mar 08:30 13:29
03 Mar 12:36 10:55
04 Mar 12:30 09:03
09 Mar 07:00

12:00
10 Mar 10:30 13:22 08:30
11 Mar 09:45 13:09 14:30

17:27
13 Mar 15:15 10:14
14 Mar 12:03 08:30
15 Mar 13:30 10:47 15:30

17:07
17 Mar 12:00
18 Mar 13:59 11:00
19 Mar 15:51 11:00

15:30
20 Mar 14:30 12:23 09:45

14:30
21 Mar 13:30 14:18
23 Mar 08:30 12:58 08:30
24 Mar 09:00 13:32
25 Mar 09:30 14:02 12:00
26 Mar 09:23 12:45
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3.3 Trade cumulus observations and theory

3.3.1 Mechanics of trade cumulus formation

Trade cumulus are low-level clouds that are small in both horizontal scale

and vertical extent, with relatively short lifetimes as compared with other types

of low-level clouds such as stratus or stratocumulus (Figure 3.1). They are also

commonly known as “fair weather cumulus” because of their disinclination towards

precipitation. Oceanic trade cumulus develop and dissipate on timescales of less

than an hour and are typically less than 2 km (200-2500 m) in vertical extent

(Table 3.2), although these smaller clouds may later develop into deep precipitating

cumulus anvils (Figure 3.1). Small-scale trade cumulus are important because they

moisten the boundary layer which facilitates the deep convection of the Hadley and

Walker circulations (Betts, 1997); these small cumulus thus play a crucial role in

energy, momentum, and moisture transport in the atmosphere (Rodts et al., 2003).

However, due to their small extent and short lifetimes, these clouds are difficult to

incorporate into climate models, and few recent observational studies have focused

specifically on these clouds.

Cumulus clouds are formed by convection from the surface. A moist air

parcel, commonly fed by evaporation over the tropical ocean surface, can achieve

deeper convection than a dry parcel due to the release of extra energy stored as

latent heat. Moist convection can be idealized as adiabatic, although observations

have shown (Warner, 1955) that in reality small cumulus clouds are significantly

subadiabatic due to mixing with drier ambient air (Curry and Webster, 1999).

The point at which a moist parcel becomes saturated is known as the lifting con-

densation level (LCL); at this level, the vapor may begin to condense out to form

a liquid-phase cloud. Following Lawrence (2005), this LCL height zLCL can be

approximated from surface temperature and humidity by the following formula:

zLCL ≈
(

20 +
T

5

)
(100 −RH) (3.8)

Thus higher surface temperature will give a higher LCL due to a higher

saturation vapor pressure, while higher surface humidity will result in a lower
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LCL, as more humid air will have to rise a relatively shorter distance in order to

reach saturation. When a rising air parcel reaches an altitude at which it is no

longer less dense (i.e. more buoyant) than the ambient air, it is unable to rise

further vertically. In the trade cumulus regime, this typically occurs at a level of

a temperature inversion, where environmental temperature rises with altitude and

is thus very stable to vertical motion. However, parcels may still penetrate into

the inversion if they have sufficient upward momentum.

It is important to note that the trade cumulus environment is fundamentally

inhomogeneous in nature, with spatially small cloudy areas made up of moist, rising

air surrounded by larger areas of weak subsidence. For local mass conservation,

this means that the cloudy areas will have stronger vertical motion (updrafts)

compared with the weaker interstitial downward motion (subsidence). Thus clear

and cloudy areas may have different atmospheric profiles (Malkus, 1956, 1957;

Betts, 1997).

3.3.2 Thermodynamic characteristics of the tropical In-

dian Ocean atmosphere

The structure of the tropical planetary boundary layer (PBL; defined as

the vertical extent in the atmosphere within which effects from the surface can

be discerned) was studied somewhat extensively in the 1950s through the 1980s.

A typical vertical structure described by these studies (e.g. Augstein et al. 1974)

consists of a boundary layer composed of several parts with distinct characteristics.

Nearest to the surface is the aptly-named “surface layer” of roughly 100 meters

thickness, with an adiabatic temperature gradient and slight static instability,

followed by the neutrally-stratified “mixed layer” with an adiabatic temperature

lapse rate and nearly constant vertical water vapor mixing ratio. At the top of the

mixed layer (roughly 600-700 m) there may be an isothermal “transition layer”

of < 100 m, though this is not always present. The top of the transition layer

corresponds to the LCL. Above this is the cloud layer, with a temperature lapse

rate slightly stronger than the moist adiabatic lapse rate, a weak decrease in q

with increasing height; thus the cloud layer is conditionally unstable. The cloud
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layer, which is characterized by cloud convection rather than the dry convection of

the lower atmosphere, is topped by the trade inversion, which is typically between

1300 and 2000 m in height.

This trade inversion is perhaps the most notable feature of the trade cu-

mulus regime. The inversion is a vertical region in which temperature increases

(instead of decreases) rapidly with height, coincident with an abrupt decrease in

the moisture content of the atmosphere (Malkus, 1957; Augstein et al., 1974). This

is typically caused by subsidence of drier air from higher altitudes; as this air de-

scends, it is compressed so that it becomes warmer than the air below it, creating

the inversion. Trade inversions are very stable to vertical motion from below; as

when a rising parcel encounters the inversion it is unlikely to have sufficient energy

to penetrate into the free troposphere, unless it has enough moisture to release the

latent heat necessary to maintain upward motion.

3.3.3 Previous studies of cumulus

The characteristics of trade cumulus clouds that have been documented by

previous studies are summarized in Table 3.2, and are described in more detail

below. A schematic illustrating the average vertical extent and position of these

clouds is shown in Figure 3.11.

Malkus (1956) and Malkus (1957) summarized the results of two field cam-

paigns in the Western Atlantic conducted in 1946 and 1953 during periods of

high and low trade winds, corresponding to more widespread cumulus convection

and sparse (“diminished”) trade cumulus convection cases, respectively. Although

the mean mixed layer height (MLH) was observed to be 625 m, the MLH varied

substantially (300-700 m) within the diurnal cycle and day-to-day, as well as sys-

tematically varying with cloudy versus clear areas within a given sampling period.

She reports observing clouds which formed preferentially in places with a thicker

boundary layer, as this allowed for the deeper convection necessary to reach the

LCL. While the mixed layer temperature lapse rate was always slightly subadia-

batic with constant specific humidity throughout the layer, less cloudy conditions

were associated with a greater lapse rate (wetter surface/drier boundary layer top),
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R03 
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land) 
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(tropical 
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Figure 3.11: Previous descriptions of small cumulus according to the literature.
Note that some clouds, especially those measured over land, are physically larger
than the clouds observed in the Indian Ocean during CARDEX.
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a warmer atmosphere, and weaker convection than conditions with greater cloud

amount.

Around the same time, Warner (1955) reported on aircraft measurements

made of the liquid water content of cumulus and stratocumulus clouds. Using an

instrument which measured the change in resistance due to the presence of liquid

water, the author reports the cloud water content over and off the coast of eastern

Australia at vertical intervals of ∼150-300 m, with horizontal resolution of roughly

100 m. This study focused specifically on single clouds (rather than part of a larger

aggregation) of ∼700-3000 m in depth, with lifetimes of at least half an hour to

allow for the time needed to sample the cloud at all altitudes. In this study, the

author described how the LWC of cumulus clouds varies with altitude, increasing

from 0 g/m3 at cloud base to a peak value before decreasing rapidly to zero within

the top 200-500 m of the cloud. Importantly, he found the cloud peak liquid

water, rather than the average of all retrievals within a cloud, to be a “definite

characteristic of the cloud,” and is used as such in my analysis of the CARDEX

data. Another important result of this study is that the measured cloud liquid

water was found to be subadiabatic at all levels, with decreasing adiabaticity for

increasing height above cloud base. This subadiabaticity is particularly important

in analyzing total-column LWP in such a heterogeneous and dynamic region.

3.3.4 Cloud liquid water and atmospheric water vapor

As described above, an important characteristic of a given cloud is the

amount of liquid water contained within the cloud element. Liquid water content

(LWC) is the mass of liquid per volume of dry air (g/m3); the liquid water path

(LWP) is the vertical integral of this value (g/m2). Similarly, precipitable water

vapor (PWV) is reported as mass per square meter of atmospheric column, al-

though typically in terms of kg/m2 due to higher magnitudes of atmospheric water

vapor compared with liquid water.

Under adiabatic conditions, the cloud liquid water content could be deter-

mined simply from the measured surface temperature and the ambient atmospheric

lapse rate Γ, defined as the change in temperature with change in altitude in units
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of degrees Kelvin per kilometer. Indeed, idealized adiabatic calculations can be

descriptive in terms of analyzing the effects of various parameters on cloud prop-

erties. While atmospheric lapse rates are easily calculated for dry (-9.8 K/km) or

saturated conditions (around -4 K/km) (Curry and Webster, 1999), moist adia-

batic lapse rates are highly dependent on temperature and pressure. In addition,

the general subadiabaticity of trade cumulus clouds (Warner, 1955) makes in situ

observations important to further analysis.

The most basic determination of adiabatic cloud LWC comes from the

Clausius-Clapeyron equation:

e∗2 = e∗1 exp

[
−Llv
Rv

(
1

T2
− 1

T1

)]
(3.9)

where Llv and Rv are atmospheric constants. Thus if the cloud base height, surface

humidity, and vertical temperature lapse rate within a cloud is known, and using

a known saturation vapor pressure e1 at a known temperature T1 (for example

e∗1 = 6.1173 hPa at triple-point temperature T1 = 273.16 K), the adiabatic cloud

liquid water (amount condensed out due to change in temperature) in each level

can simply be calculated from this equation.

3.3.5 Cloud albedo: radiative forcing of clouds

As described in Chapter 1, the global cloud albedo is important to climate

as it reflects solar radiation back to space. The albedo of an individual cloud3 is

governed by a variety of factors, including the liquid water content of the cloud,

the physical thickness of the cloud, the size of cloud droplets, and the number of

cloud droplets. This relationship is expressed qualitatively in Equation 3.10. By

changing any one of these cloud properties, either due to changes in atmospheric

structure, localized meteorological conditions, or aerosol conditions (Chapter 4),

the optical thickness τ and thus the albedo αcld of the cloud will be modified.

τ =
3

2

LWP

ρ`re
= zcldNdπr

2
eQe (3.10)

3The albedo of a cloud field is additionally affected by three-dimensional cloud effects such
as cloud-side scattering, which may be particularly notable in non-uniform cloud fields such as
trade cumulus; however, these effects are beyond the scope of the current study.
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Here, as above, LWP is the cloud liquid water path, zcld is the cloud thickness,

Nd is the cloud droplet number concentration, and re is the cloud droplet effective

radius, with Qe, the extinction efficiency (approximately 2 for visible wavelengths).

Cloud albedo then scales with the optical thickness.

Thus cloud optical thickness (and consequently albedo) will increase if any

of LWP , zcld, or Nd are increased, but will decrease if droplet size (re) increases. It

can be seen that if multiple parameters are altered simultaneously, the calculation

of τ may be less than straightforward (especially if, for example, Nd increases as

re decreases). An analysis of the covarying properties of aerosol and clouds is

addressed in Section 4.2.2.

3.3.6 Calculation of additional atmospheric parameters

As is evident by the large difference between the dry and moist adiabatic

lapse rates, the structure of the tropical atmosphere is strongly governed by the

amount of moisture present. I briefly present some useful formulae for convert-

ing easily-measured properties into parameters more conducive to describing the

complexities of a moist atmosphere.

One of the most widely-used parameters to describe atmospheric stability is

the potential temperature θ. Potential temperature is defined as the temperature

a parcel of air of a given temperature T and pressure p would have if brought to a

reference pressure p0 =1000 hPa, and is conserved for adiabatic motion, meaning

that in regions where θ is constant with altitude, the atmosphere is stable to vertical

motion. The atmospheric temperature T , relative humidity RH and pressure p

measured from the UAVs can be used to calculate potential temperature for a

moist atmosphere following Curry and Webster (1999):

θ = T

(
p0
p

)Rd(1−(0.26.∗qv))/cpd
(3.11)

In the above relation, Rd and cpd are the specific gas constant for dry air and the

specific heat capacity for dry air at constant pressure. qv is the atmospheric specific

humidity4 and can be derived from the easily-measured values of RH, T , and p by

4Note that this should be given in terms of kg/kg rather than the often-reported g/kg.
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first calculating the saturation vapor pressure e∗ using Equation 3.9, which is then

used to determine actual vapor pressure vpe from the relation

vpe = e∗
RH

100
(3.12)

and the specific humidity (in g/kg) follows from this, as

qv = 1000
0.62198vpe

p− 0.37802vpe
(3.13)

However, in the highly humid atmosphere of the tropics, equivalent poten-

tial temperature θe is more instructive than θ, as the latter does not account for

the latent energy stored by the water vapor in an air parcel. Following Holton

(2004), the equivalent potential temperature of a saturated parcel is given by

θ∗e = θ exp

(
Lvq

∗
v

cpdT

)
(3.14)

An approximation for a subsaturated θe using surface values is given by

Davies-Jones (2009):

θe = T

(
p0
p

)Rd/cpd
RH−wvRv/cpd exp

(
L∗wv
cpdT

)
(3.15)

where L∗ is an empirically-determined constant of 2.555 MJ/kg.

Additional useful atmospheric parameters are defined as follows. First,

atmospheric density ρ is given by

ρd =
( p
T

)
(Rd + wvRv)

−1; (3.16)

where wv is the water vapor mixing ratio (the ratio of mass of water vapor to mass

of dry air), given by

wv =
qv

1 − qv
(3.17)

The subscript on ρd indicates dry air density. Precipitable water vapor (PWV)

can next be determined from the above as

PWV =

∫ z

z0

ρdwvdz, or ρdwv∆z (3.18)
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for a given altitude change ∆z. Liquid water content (LWC) in a cloud can likewise

be calculated from the liquid water mixing ratio w` as

LWC = ρd∆zw` (3.19)

with liquid water path (LWP), as above, defined as the column-integral LWC

LWP =

∫ z=TOA

z=0

ρdw`dz =

∫ z=TOA

z=0

LWCdz (3.20)

3.4 Observations of CARDEX cloud properties

and atmospheric structure

3.4.1 Aerosol and meteorological properties

As shown in Figure 3.3, a dynamic range of aerosol conditions was observed

during the CARDEX period, with CPC ranging from a brief low of 200 cm−3 to

nearly 3500 cm−3; observed AOD from 0.1 to almost 1; and BC concentrations

of nearly 0 to 6 µg/m−3. In addition, the observed meteorological parameters

also exhibited large variability within this two month period. Average surface

properties and average and range of vertical profiles measured over the CARDEX

period are illustrated by Figure 3.12, and the mean, standard deviations, and

ranges of the surface values are given in Table 3.3.

Figures 3.12 through 3.15 show the range of conditions observed. Mean

values of cloud properties (Figure 3.12) are generally within the range expected

from previous work (Section 3.3.3). While some meteorological parameters (surface

temperature and pressure) exhibit a roughly normal distribution around a distinct

mean (Figure 3.13), others such as the measures of aerosol exhibit a broad, even

distribution of observed values. Other variables such as wind speed and humidity

(and by extension surface latent heat fluxes) exhibited a quasi-normal distribution

with a long tail of outlying values (higher wind speed, lower RH, and higher LEF).

Figure 3.14 shows average observed wind speed and direction. As is typical of the

winter monsoon, the surface wind at MCOH was primarily northerly, with several
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zcb=830m 

zpbl=873m 

AOD500=0.45 

CPC=1309 cm-3 

 RH =77% 
    q =19 g/kg 
  Tsfc=29°C 
 psfc =1009 hPa 
 

LEF= 
72.1W/m2 

LWP= 
180g/m2 

PWV=37.7kg/m2 

v=2 m/s 

Figure 3.12: Average values of surface and total-column parameters measured
at MCOH, and MAC4 vertical profiles of aerosol number concentration, tempera-
ture, and relative humidity for the entire CARDEX period. The thick black lines
indicate the mean of all flights. The cartoon indicates the average observed cloud
height. The variability of the vertical structure will be discussed in the next chap-
ter. All values are for minute-averaged data except cloud properties, which are
the averages of the cloud events. Variability of these values is illustrated by the
distributions in Figure 3.13, and quantified by the ranges given in Table 3.3.
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Figure 3.13: Frequency distributions of parameters measured at MCOH during
CARDEX. All variables are shown as minute-averaged data, except for LEF, which
is given as its reported 30-minute averages; zPBL and zcb are given as two-minute
averages; and cloud time of day and average-peak cloud LWP are necessarily re-
ported as the cloud-event-average values only.
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Table 3.3: Average values observed during CARDEX. All values are for minute-
averaged data except cloud LWP, zcb, and zpbl, which are the averages of the cloud
events.

variable units mean 1σ 90%ile
LWP g/m2 180.0 218.8 84.5-295.4
PWV kg/m2 37.7 9.4 26.8-50.9
CPC cm−3 1308.9 353.6 784-1736
AOD unitless 0.45 0.20 0.22-0.70

wind speed m/s 1.97 1.13 0.67-3.53
Tsfc

◦C 28.7 1.1 27.4-30.3
psfc hPa 1008.7 1.86 1006.2-1011.2
RH % 76.5 5.25 69.5-83.2
q g/kg 18.8 1.25 17.0-20.1

LEF W/m2 72.1 57.9 4.4-137.3
zcb m 833.7 507.9 525-1295
zpbl m 873.1 182.7 665-1087
zlcl m 604.0 137.2 430-789

Figure 3.14: Observed surface winds at MCOH during CARDEX. As predicted
from typical observed conditions, the large-scale flow was predominantly northerly,
with several short easterly events. For clarity, each arrow represents a 12-hour
average.
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Figure 3.15: Total-column cloud LWP (average-peak) measured during
CARDEX.

short easterly events observed. The distributions shown in these figures illustrate

the range of atmospheric conditions that were observed during CARDEX.

Figure 3.15 shows the distribution of all cloud-averaged LWP retrievals dur-

ing CARDEX. There were 630 total cloud events observed; of these, approximately

63% were within 30 g/m2 of the mode of 110 g/m2, and almost 80% were within 50

g/m2 of the mode. However, a long tail extending out to 2000 g/m2 was observed,

with 15% of clouds (92 events) having LWP> 200 g/m2 and 10% (62 events) of

clouds having LWP> 300 g/m2. Only 6% (36 clouds) had LWP> 500 g/m2. These

relatively few, large clouds have a significant impact on the mean LWP (180 g/m2),

and to a lesser extent the median (120 g/m2) LWP, both of which are larger than

the observed mode.

Diurnal variability

The MWR as well as the MCOH instruments were run continuously through-

out the day, which allows exploration of the diurnal cycle in cloud liquid water.
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Figure 3.16 shows the anomaly in the diurnal cycle of various parameters, calcu-

lated by subtracting the 24-hour mean from the data to isolate the diurnal cycle

from the day-to-day variability. This is true for all panels except 3.16j and 3.16l,

which show the mean measured values due to the less regular diurnal sampling of

these variables.

As shown in the figure, surface pressure varied on a distinct semidiurnal

cycle of amplitude 3-4 hPa (Figure 3.16a), with daily maxima at 10am and 10pm

(MVT) and minima at 4am and 4pm (MVT). The surface temperature (Figure

3.16b) varies by approximately 2-3◦C over a diurnal cycle that predictably follows

solar irradiance, and relative humidity (Figure 3.16c) shows a similar diurnal cycle

with an amplitude of approximately 8%, consistent with the diurnal temperature

cycle (minimum RH in the afternoon at the time of greatest T). However, the late

afternoon also corresponds to the greatest specific humidity, though this has a less

distinct daily cycle (Figure 3.16d) of magnitude ≤ 1 g/kg with a maximum in the

afternoon hours. The change in qv due to the the diurnal temperature change alone

affecting saturation vapor pressure (Equation 3.9) with a constant RH is calculated

to be roughly half this magnitude; with the decrease in RH and all other things

being equal, the diurnal cycle should be even smaller. However, this is countered

by stronger midday surface evaporation (Figure 3.16g) coincident with greatest

insolation and faster wind speed (Figure 3.16e), which varies by an average of 1

m/s on a diurnal cycle, with the highest wind speeds around noontime. The MPL

indicated on average a slight deepening (∼100 m) of the boundary layer over the

daylight hours (Figure 3.16k). There was no diurnal cycle evident in the retrieved

cloud base heights (Figure 3.16l), possibly due to high variability and small sample

size. Although there was also no observed diurnal cycle in cloud liquid water, large

clouds were observed somewhat more frequently at night (Figure 3.16j). There

was likewise no observed diurnal cycle in surface aerosol parameters (Figure 3.16f,

Figure 3.16h), column precipitable water vapor (Figure 3.16i), or cloud amount,

although there were slightly fewer large clouds in the afternoon compared with in

the morning.
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Figure 3.16: Diurnal variability of (a) surface pressure, (b) surface temperature,
(c) relative humidity, (d) specific humidity, (e) wind speed, (f) CPC aerosol number
concentration, (g) latent energy flux, (h) 550 nm nephelometer scattering, (i) total-
column PWV, (j) cloud LWP, and (k) boundary-layer height zPBL and (l) cloud
base height zcb as determined from lidar measurements. Values are given in terms
of deviation from the daily mean; the red line represents a 15-minute average mean
of this diurnal cycle.
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3.4.2 Observed CARDEX cumulus clouds

Physical characteristics

The clouds observed during CARDEX were predominantly shallow cumu-

lus. Figures 3.17 and 3.18 show the distribution of all observed cloud events by

cloud duration over the MWR. To determine the properties of specific clouds and

the coincident meteorology, I use the average of all retrievals taken between 5 min-

utes before the beginning of a cloud event and 5 minutes after the ending of the

cloud event. This is particularly important for determining coincident properties

from the lidar; such a relaxed match time is necessary to account for the spatial

difference (several meters) between the two instruments.

Of the total 630 CARDEX cloud events, 318 (50%) persisted for at least

four consecutive retrievals, and 138 (22%) persisted for at least ten consecutive re-

trievals. Note that cloud duration, defined as the number of consecutive retrievals

in a cloud event (i.e. the amount of time a cloud persisted over the radiometer),

is not necessarily a proxy for cloud lifetime or spatial extent, but rather is simul-

taneously a function of cloud lifetime, cloud horizontal extent, and wind speed at

cloud level. However, “longer-lived” clouds are likely larger in horizontal extent.

Figure 3.17 shows that the largest clouds are also the clouds of longest

duration. The mean and median of observed LWP vary from 180 and 120 g/m2

respectively for all cloud events (red curve), to 399 and 234 g/m2 for just the most

persistent clouds (black curve). The remaining curves, as described in the caption,

show increasingly longer subsets of clouds, and follow the same pattern. Median

cloud LWP values for all populations are approximately half the magnitude of the

means, indicative of the distribution’s long tail of fewer, higher-LWP clouds.

The panels in Figure 3.18 are derived from the MPL measurements coinci-

dent with a cloud event as determined by the MWR (±5 minutes of the start/end

time of the cloud event). The lidar measurements indicate that the average bound-

ary layer top height in the presence of clouds was between 800 m and 1.2 km. Lidar

cloud base height for clouds also observed by the MWR were generally between

600 m and 1.1 km. This indicates that the observed clouds were generally within

the mixed layer; for a typical trade cumulus thickness 200-1000 m, some clouds
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Figure 3.17: Number of observed clouds by average-peak LWP. The red curve
indicates all clouds, while the black curve indicates only the longest-lived clouds
(at least ten consecutive cloud-flagged retrievals). The remaining curves are, re-
spectively, at least 3 (magenta), 4 (cyan), 6 (green), and 8 (blue) cloud-flagged
retrievals. The mean LWP observed for just the longest-duration cloud events was
over twice as large as when the smaller clouds are included, although all cloud
distributions are distinctly non-Gaussian, with medians around half as large as the
means (note the logarithmic scale used for LWP).
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Figure 3.18: Vertical position of clouds observed by the MWR. The observed
cloud bases were generally below the boundary layer height, although for a typical
trade cumulus thickness of the range between 200-2000 m, some clouds likely pen-
etrated through the boundary layer. Curve colors are the same as in Figure 3.17.
Figure B.3 provides a direct comparison of MPL-retrieved zcb and zPBL.
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likely penetrated at least partly into the trade inversion.

While there was a wide range of conditions observed during CARDEX,

there were no significant correlations observed between LWP and any MCOH me-

teorological parameters (Figure B.4). Mechanisms which govern the variability in

cloud LWP will be analyzed in the next chapter.

3.5 Conclusion

Summary of trade cumulus clouds and thermodynamic structure

LWP= 
180 g/m2 

(85-295) reff= 
ND= 

LEF= 
72 W/m2  
(4-137) 

zcb=830m (525-1295) 

zpbl=873m (665-1087) 

AOD500=  
0.45 

(0.22-0.70) 

CPCsfc=1309 cm-3 (784-1736) 

 psfc = 1009 hPa 
(1006-1011) 

Tsfc= 29 °C  
(27-30) 

RHsfc =77% 
(70-83) 

qsfc = 19 g/kg 
(17-20) 

zLCL=604m (430-789) 

Figure 3.19: Summary of mean trade cumulus cloud and atmospheric properties
and thermodynamic structure observed in CARDEX. Thin lines and numbers in
parentheses indicate 90th percentiles of the observations, and the blue profiles show
the calculated saturation θ∗e .
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In this chapter, I have characterized the average meteorology and atmo-

spheric structure observed in the northern Indian Ocean. This characterization

is summarized by Figure 3.19, and gives an idea of the large degree of variability

present. Cloud properties were found to be consistent with previous studies, al-

though the cumulus clouds observed were physically somewhat thinner than the

averages from previous studies. Analysis unique to CARDEX includes measure-

ments of cloud liquid water path, which has not been extensively measured in the

northern Indian Ocean due to the small size and short lifetimes of the Indian Ocean

trade cumulus. The results of this analysis are summarized as follows:

• Surface flow was observed to be generally northerly/northwesterly, from

the highly-polluted Arabian Sea, consistent with typical meteorology in the

northern Indian Ocean at this time of year. Limited instances of easterly

flow (from the Bay of Bengal) were observed.

• A good deal of variability was observed in surface-measured parameters dur-

ing CARDEX. Of particular note were the measurements of surface latent

heat fluxes, which ranged from 0 to 140 W/m2 on a discernible diurnal cy-

cle (maximum around local noon, coincident with fastest wind and highest

temperature).

• Aerosol levels varied by over a factor of two at the surface and through

the atmospheric column. While upper-level aerosol plumes were occasionally

observed, they did not dominate the observations, which showed equally high

variability at the surface.

• In terms of the thermodynamic structure, Figure 3.19 indicates that the

observed atmospheric temperature profiles exhibited little variability near

the surface. However, individual profiles frequently possessed a temperature

inversion typically between 1000-1500 m in altitude. This contributes to the

higher variability in this vertical range. The aircraft vertical profiles above

the boundary layer indicate higher temperatures as well, partially due to the

effect of variability in the inversion layer.
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• Relative humidity showed less variability in the lower-atmosphere mixed

layer, but exhibited a wide range of conditions above the boundary layer.

Cases with temperature inversions typically corresponded to a sharp decrease

in atmospheric humidity at the same level. Flight profiles which did not de-

tect an inversion indicated high RH up to 3 km in altitude.

• Profiles of equivalent potential temperature, especially as compared with

the saturation θe, indicate that the atmosphere is generally subsaturated, al-

though mean profiles of θe and θ∗e do approach each other around 500 m. This

is lower than the actual saturation point calculated for individual profiles.

This and the area of overlap in the ranges between θe and θ∗e are indicative

of the large variability in the observed thermodynamic structure, including

the range in LCL height (and thus in cloud base height). In Chapter 4 I will

explore the role of dynamics in cloud formation by focusing on individual

cases.

• Lidar measurements indicated that most cloud bases were slightly lower than

the boundary layer height; while many were likely capped by the temperature

inversion, at least some observed clouds were likely able to penetrate higher

in altitude, particularly on days with weaker inversions. This question of

cloud thickness and altitude will be further explored in Chapter 4.

• These conditions produced variability in observed cloud-averaged LWC be-

tween 30 and nearly 2000 g/m2. The cloud population exhibited a lognormal

distribution, with 94% of LWPs < 500 g/m2. The cloud events of highest

LWP were also the most persistent over the MWR instrument.

In the following chapter, I will draw specific cases from this dataset to explore the

mechanisms which govern the variability in cloud LWP.

This chapter, in part, is currently being prepared for submission for publi-

cation. The coauthors on this work were Eric M. Wilcox, P.S. Praveen, Richard

M. Thomas, Frida A.-M. Bender, Yan Feng, and Veerabhadran Ramanathan. I

was the primary investigator and author of this work.



Chapter 4

Effects of aerosol variability on

Indian Ocean trade cumulus

In Chapter 3, I introduced the CARDEX field experiment, including some

results regarding the mean observed atmospheric thermodynamic structure and

trade cumulus cloud properties, as well as the variability of each. In this chap-

ter, I focus on a subset of conditions within the CARDEX observations and use

these as case studies to explain the mechanisms governing trade cumulus proper-

ties. To this end, I incorporate satellite data, large-scale reanalysis, and modeled

air mass trajectories in addition to the ground and aircraft observations already

introduced. For air mass back trajectories I use the National Oceanic and Atmo-

spheric Administration’s HYbrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory

(NOAA HYSPLIT) model, initialized with NCEP/NCAR reanalysis meteorology1

(Draxler and Rolph, 2013). For large-scale reanalysis, I use the European Center

for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalysis ERA-Interim prod-

uct2 which provides large-scale meteorological parameters including vertical veloc-

ity, atmospheric convergence, wind fields, temperature, and humidity at 6-hourly,

0.75◦ × 0.75◦ horizontal, and 25 hPa vertical resolution. Unless otherwise noted,

the ECMWF time shown is the 0600Z reanalysis (1100 MVT), chosen to be closest

to the overpass times of the satellites used as well as typical UAV flight times. The

1available at http://ready.arl.noaa.gov/HYSPLIT traj.php
2available at http://www.ecmwf.int/research/era/do/get/Reanalysis ECMWF

81
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large-scale aerosol optical depths (AOD) shown are the NASA MODIS3 (MODer-

ate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) 1◦ × 1◦ daily gridded Terra and Aqua

land and ocean composite AOD at 550nm, from Collection 5.1. Note that the Terra

satellite has a 1030 local equatorial overpass time (daytime is descending node),

and the Aqua satellite has a 1330 overpass time (daytime is ascending node). The

composite product, which maximizes the number of valid retrievals by combining

multiple overpasses, is most useful to characterize large-scale aerosol properties

with daily resolution.

In Section 4.1, I describe two distinct categories of atmospheric conditions,

here classified as “wet” and “dry” regimes, and explain the differing conditions

resulting in each. In Section 4.2, I briefly provide some background on the principal

described mechanisms of aerosol-cloud interactions and describe the aerosol-cloud

correlations which were observed in CARDEX. In Section 4.3, I use observations to

examine the systematic distinctions between low and high pollution cases to gain

insight into the mechanisms governing the observed differences in cloud properties.

4.1 Atmospheric regime as indicated by total-

column water vapor content

As described in Chapter 3, the atmospheric conditions observed during

CARDEX were highly varied even during a two-month period. Figure 3.8 illus-

trated the large variation in total-column atmospheric water vapor observed during

CARDEX. This variability allows one to categorize the CARDEX observations as

either “wet” (PWV > 40 kg/m2) and “dry” (PWV < 40 kg/m2) categories, which

allows insight into specific aspects of atmospheric structure in the region.

In this section, conditions are identified primarily using the MWR total-

column PWV, for its high temporal resolution. Using the good agreement between

the MWR and AERONET column PWV as shown in Figure 3.9, the CARDEX

flight days before MWR operations began on 6 March may also be classified. Daily

PWV conditions for the entire CARDEX period are given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2,

3available at http://modis-atmos.gsfc.nasa.gov/MOD04 L2/index.html
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Table 4.1: Daily-averaged aerosol and water vapor conditions from the beginning
of CARDEX through the end of February, indicating days of low (CPC < 1000
cm−3), high (CPC > 1500 cm−3), or intermediate/transitioning pollution condi-
tions. A “dry” classification indicates that total-column precipitable water vapor
was less than 40 kg/m2, and “wet” indicates PWV greater than 40 kg/m2. “Bor-
derline/transition” indicates that the daily average was within 40 ± 1 kg/m2, or
that the PWV shifted significantly between “dry” or “wet” conditions over the
course of the 24-hour period (midnight to midnight, MVT). No water vapor con-
tent data was available on 28 February as the radiometer was not functioning and
there were no AERONET retrievals that day. The remainder of CARDEX (the
month of March) can be found in Table 4.2.

Date water vapor aerosol

16 Feb dry high pollution
17 Feb dry high pollution
18 Feb dry high pollution
19 Feb dry high pollution
20 Feb dry high pollution
21 Feb dry high pollution
22 Feb dry high pollution
23 Feb dry high pollution
24 Feb dry high pollution
25 Feb dry high pollution
26 Feb dry high pollution
27 Feb wet high pollution
28 Feb N/A high pollution
29 Feb wet high pollution

and classifications for each UAV flight are given in Tables 4.3 and B.1. There

were 30 dry and 8 wet days during this period, corresponding to 37 dry- and 13

wet-condition flights. Days described as “borderline/transition” in these tables

were either not clearly high or low PWV over the full diurnal period, or exhibited

a change between wet and dry classification over the course of the day. Flights

on these days may still be classified as “wet” or “dry” based on values measured

around the flight time (Table 4.3).
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Table 4.2: As in Table 4.1, for the March days of CARDEX.

Date water vapor aerosol

1 Mar borderline/transition high pollution
2 Mar dry high pollution
3 Mar dry high pollution
4 Mar dry low pollution
5 Mar dry low pollution
6 Mar dry low pollution
7 Mar dry transition
8 Mar dry high pollution
9 Mar dry middle/transition
10 Mar dry low pollution
11 Mar dry low pollution
12 Mar borderline/transition low pollution
13 Mar wet middle/transition
14 Mar wet middle/transition
15 Mar wet middle/transition
16 Mar wet low pollution
17 Mar wet low pollution
18 Mar borderline/transition middle/transition
19 Mar dry high pollution
20 Mar dry high pollution
21 Mar dry high pollution
22 Mar dry middle pollution
23 Mar dry middle pollution
24 Mar dry middle pollution
25 Mar dry high pollution
26 Mar dry high pollution
27 Mar dry high pollution
28 Mar borderline/transition high pollution
29 Mar wet middle/transition
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4.1.1 Observed distinctions between dry and wet atmo-

spheric conditions

Figure 4.1 shows the differences in observed MCOH surface parameters for

the wet (blue) versus dry (cyan) cases on one-minute resolution. These differ-

ences are quantified in Table 4.4. There are some notable differences between

the two populations: on average, dry cases correspond to higher wind speed in

both north-south and east-west directions, as well as lower surface pressures; as

may be expected, the surface humidity is also greater for wet cases, and wet days

also exhibit greater variability in cloud LWP (Figure 4.2). There were no signifi-

cant differences in observed average aerosol amount (CPC number concentration

or AERONET column AOD), cloud or boundary layer height, or surface fluxes

between the two populations (Figure B.5).

Individual UAV flights are classified as “wet” or “dry” by taking the average

PWV for ±2 hours around the flight time. During CARDEX, the MAC4 aircraft

had 12 flights during dry conditions and 5 during wet conditions; the MAC5 aircraft

had 15 dry and 4 wet flights; and MAC6 had 10 dry and 4 wet flights. As in Chapter

3, I examine the different aircraft individually, with a focus on the MAC4 data in

the context of thermodynamic profiling.

The vertical profiles from the MAC4 aircraft under wet (dark blue) and dry

(cyan, black) conditions are shown in Figure 4.3. The thin lines indicate individual

profiles, and the thick lines indicate the ensemble mean. For clarity, the ensemble

mean of the dry cases is shown in black. It is first notable that in both categories,

the UAV profiles indicate large variability in aerosol throughout the atmospheric

column (i.e. both boundary layer aerosol and free troposphere aerosol), both in

terms of CPC number concentration and the black carbon concentrations measured

by this aircraft. There is on average slightly lower boundary-layer humidity for

the dry flight days compared with wet, but the most notable difference between

the two populations is in the atmospheric temperature and humidity structure.

During dry days, a strong temperature inversion (and corresponding decrease in

relative humidity) is observed between 1000 and 1500 m, whereas during the wet

days, atmospheric vertical structure is more constant with height. Thus while the
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Figure 4.1: Distributions of MCOH variables on minute-resolution for low
(PWV< 40 kg/m2, cyan) and high (PWV> 40 kg/m2, blue) water vapor con-
ditions. Dry cases on average correspond to a lower surface pressure, lower sur-
face humidity, and faster surface wind speed in both north/south (northerly) and
east/west (westerly) directions. Additional variables are shown in Figure B.5 in
Appendix B.
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Figure 4.2: Frequency distribution of cloud LWP for wet (dark blue) and dry
(cyan) cases. The wet cases exhibit more variability in cloud sizes than do clouds
observed under dry conditions (Table 4.4), possibly due to a lack of a well-defined
boundary layer topped by a temperature inversion, which would act to limit cloud
vertical development as in the “dry” cases.

dry days have a very well-defined boundary layer, indicated by a strong observed

temperature inversion and a sharp decrease in relative humidity, the wet days

do not. It is possible that the wet atmospheric cases have a top-of-cloud trade

inversion that was too high to be captured with the 3 km UAV vertical profiles,

although such a feature is not suggested by the ECMWF reanalysis profiles up to

6 km.

Select average values from MCOH are shown in Figure 4.3 and additionally

in Table 4.4, and indicate only slightly different average LWP and surface flux

values for the two populations. However, the variability in observed LWP is more

than a factor of two larger for the wet cases, despite a nearly identical range in

surface flux values. This is also evident in the increased variability in measured

cloud base height for the “wet” cases.
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Figure 4.3: Temperature and relative humidity vertical profiles from the MAC4
aircraft for individual wet (thin dark blue lines) and dry (thin cyan lines) flights, as
indicated by Table 4.3. The thick blue and black lines indicate the mean of all flight
days for wet and dry conditions, respectively. Note that the strong temperature
inversion on dry days is most evident in the individual profiles rather than the
means, as the latter tends to average out the inversion due to differing boundary
layer heights. The average values are measured from MCOH, and are also shown
in Table 4.4.
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The most notable difference between CARDEX and previous studies (e.g.

Malkus 1956; Augstein et al. 1974) is that in the CARDEX case, it is the cloud

base heights (as measured both by the lidar and aircraft) rather than the cloud top

heights which are generally close in altitude to the inversion (Figure 4.3). Many of

these clouds likely penetrated at least partway through the top of the temperature

inversion, rather than being capped by it, but nonetheless this vertical structure

may help to explain the relatively thin clouds in CARDEX as compared with

previous observations (Figure 3.11).

The most significant distinction in the atmospheric structure of the two

populations is in the conditions above the boundary layer, especially the lack of

temperature inversion and greater atmospheric humidity at higher elevations. I test

this interpretation and explore potential causes of this distinction using HYSPLIT

back trajectories and ECMWF reanalysis data.

Figure 4.4: NOAA HYSPLIT 7-day back trajectories arriving at 0700Z (1200
MVT) for a 10 March 2012, a typical “dry” day, and b 14 March 2012, a typical
“wet” day.
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4.1.2 Large-scale contrasts between high and low water va-

por conditions

In exploring the mechanisms which may be contributing to the wet/dry

distinction, it is instructive to look at large-scale reanalysis fields and air mass

back trajectories in addition to the in situ observations. I first analyze air mass

back trajectories determined by the NOAA HYSPLIT model (Figure 4.4). While

there is large variability in lower-level flow for both wet and dry cases, there are

consistent differences in the upper-level flow of each case. On extremely dry days,

as shown in Figure 4.4a, the back trajectories indicate that upper-level atmospheric

flow originates over the Indian subcontinent, traveling in an anticyclonic motion

before arriving at MCOH as northeasterlies. During the 7-day air mass history, the

air was continuously descending to the 2-3 km range, in contrast to the large-scale

transport during high-PWV conditions (Figure 4.4b). In this “wet” case, upper-

level air masses are easterly, approaching from the Bay of Bengal and Indonesia,

and the 2-3 km air over MCOH has ascended from the boundary layer to the free

troposphere within 4 days of observation. Thus these results are consistent with the

aircraft measurement results: the primary distinction between wet and dry cases is

in the characteristics of upper-level air, specifically in terms of its source. In “wet”

cases this air originates from a more moist (low-level) environment, while in “dry”

cases there is strong subsidence in the atmosphere above the boundary layer, so

air at this same altitude originates instead from a drier (high-level) environment.

The origin of low-level air showed no correlation with the wet/dry distinction.

The large-scale meteorological reanalysis from ECMWF (Figure 4.5) is also

consistent with this interpretation, and offers additional insight into the atmo-

spheric structure. First, it shows good agreement with observed temperature and

relative humidity profiles for the different cases (Figure 4.5a-b), providing some

degree of confidence in its general accuracy. Additionally, the analysis indicates

stronger subsidence and a corresponding increase in low-level divergence in the

dry cases compared with wet cases (Figure 4.5c-d), consistent with the HYSPLIT

results.

While not evident in the mean, there are several individual “wet” days
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which correspond to boundary-layer convergence, as suggested by Augstein et al.

(1974). This study classified cases as either possessing or lacking an inversion, the

latter of which were described as resulting from increased atmospheric convection

which produced deeper cumulus clouds, a lower cloud base, and the subsequent

destruction of the cloud-top trade inversion. Through a process of elimination,

they attributed these effects to enhanced horizontal convergence. The analysis

of large-scale conditions during CARDEX indicates horizontal convergence may

have contributed in some wet cases, although this is not universally the case. The

increased tropospheric water vapor content in the inversionless cases described

by Augstein et al. (1974) may indicate conditions similar to those observed during

the “wet” days during CARDEX, and increased convection during these cases may

additionally help to explain the much larger variability of cloud liquid water seen

in the “wet” cases (Figure 4.2, Table 4.4).

Thus the different characteristics seen in wet versus dry cases are directly

attributable to differences in large-scale advection, consistent with the findings

from air mass back trajectories and observed profiles from UAVs. The variability

within the dry cases will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.

4.2 Aerosol-cloud interactions: history and mech-

anisms

Equation 3.10 illustrates conceptually how cloud optical thickness, and thus

albedo, is a function of several semi-independent cloud properties:

τ =
3

2

LWP

ρ`re
= zcldNdπr

2
eQe (4.1)

As described in Section 1.3, aerosol pollution may have significant effects on clouds

and cloud albedo via a number of potential mechanisms. Given the different mag-

nitudes and signs of potential aerosol effects on clouds and cloud albedo, it is im-

portant to quantify the magnitude of different effects at play in the Indian Ocean

system.
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Figure 4.5: ECMWF temperature, relative humidity, pressure vertical velocity,
and divergence for wet (thin blue, mean in thick blue) versus dry (thin cyan, mean
in thick black) days during CARDEX. Panels (a) and (b) exhibit good agreement
with the observed vertical profiles measured by the aircraft: as in the flight data,
the dry days exhibit a stronger temperature inversion and subsequent drop in
humidity, whereas wet cases have consistently higher humidity above the 1000-1500
m inversion. Also consistent with the back trajectory analysis, there is stronger
(c) subsidence and corresponding (d) divergence for the dry cases.
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4.2.1 Previous studies of aerosol-cloud interactions

As described in Section 1.3.2, one of the assumptions inherent in the first

aerosol indirect effect is that of constant liquid water path; if cloud LWP changes

in response to changes in aerosol, the magnitude of this effect will likely be differ-

ent from that determined according to the conventional framework. Few studies

have explored how LWP might vary with aerosol conditions; of those that have,

most deal with changes in LWP as induced via the second indirect (precipitation

suppression) effect (e.g. Xue and Feingold 2006; Lee and Penner 2011). Others

such as Han et al. (2002) have found high variability in the sign of the effect on

LWP, from positive to negative to no change, depending on the region and season

in question. Using satellite observations of warm, optically-thick clouds to examine

the sensitivity of cloud liquid water to column droplet number concentration, this

latter study found all three aerosol-cloud relations, with approximately one third

of cases showing either a negative, constant, or positive change in cloud liquid

water in response to increasing aerosol. The “negative” cases were predominantly

in warmer conditions (seasons and regions), consistent with conditions observed

in CARDEX. The limited seasonal analysis of this study makes a direct compari-

son with CARDEX difficult: they found sensitivity of 0 over the Indian Ocean in

January, and in April it varied from strongly positive to strongly negative.

Koren et al. (2008) parameterized the microphysical (i.e. brightening and

increased lifetime) effects as well as the radiative (increased absorption of solar

heat) effects of aerosols on clouds and found that the absorption effects dominate

particularly for high aerosol conditions and low initial cloud fraction; this model

was corroborated by observations over the Amazon. However, analysis by Norris

(2001) was unable to detect an observed decrease in cloud fraction responding

to large aerosol loading in the Indian Ocean region, which suggests that smaller,

cloud-scale processes may be at play. For these reasons I choose to focus on the

radiative (semi-direct) effects from both a mesoscale and cloud-scale viewpoint;

such a burnoff effect should be evident in the pre-monsoon regime of the northern

Indian Ocean, which sees low average cloud cover (Wonsick et al. 2009) and high

aerosol loading from continental outflow (e.g. Ramanathan et al. 2001a), and
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is adjacent to more pristine conditions south of the ITCZ (e.g. Heymsfield and

McFarquhar 2001).

Studies focused specifically on trade cumulus (and indeed aerosol-cloud in-

teractions in general) tend to focus on cloud fraction as the metric for aerosol

effects on clouds. Of a review of these trade cumulus-focused studies, approx-

imately half (McFarquhar et al., 2004; Johnson, 2005; Xue and Feingold, 2006;

Jiang et al., 2009; Zuidema et al., 2008) show a decrease in cloud fraction with

increased aerosol; another third (Loeb and Schuster, 2008; Fridlind and Ackerman,

2011; Yuan et al., 2011) showed an increase in cloud fraction with increased aerosol;

and the remaining two (Koren et al., 2008; Dey et al., 2011) found aerosol-cloud

effects on cloud fraction to depend on the level of pollution.

It is important to note an additional study by Jiang et al. (2009), who found

cloud size in particular to be sensitive to aerosol amount, as increased pollution

resulted in more small clouds, although these spatially-smaller clouds had higher

liquid water. This is notable because while such small clouds are readily evident

in the MWR and MPL data, they are likely too small to be captured either by

large-scale reanalysis or in satellite footprints.

4.2.2 Observed aerosol-cloud correlations during CARDEX

As described in Chapter 3, analysis of the variability in ambient meteo-

rological conditions indicated that there was no correlation between cloud liquid

water and any measured surface parameter when looking at the CARDEX dataset

as a whole. High variability is also present in the relationship between cloud liq-

uid water and surface aerosol concentration measured during CARDEX (Figure

4.6a). However, when filtered by PWV into “wet” versus “dry” cases, there is

a statistically significant increase in LWP with increasing aerosol for the “dry”

(PWV< 40 kg/m2) cases only (Figure 4.6b). This correlation is significant at the

95% level, with a correlation coefficient between CPC concentration and log(LWP)

of R = 0.42. This positive correlation is of opposite sign to the cloud burnoff effect,

and also does not indicate a constant LWP as may be expected in an analysis of

the first indirect effect.
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Figure 4.6: Cloud average-peak liquid water path versus aerosol concentration, for
all clouds (top; wet in blue, dry in black) and just dry condition clouds (bottom).
Note the logarithmic scaling on the y axis. The red line indicates the linear best
fit between CPC aerosol number concentration and log(LWP).

The relationship between LWP, aerosol, and the mechanisms governing the

observed correlation are the subject of the following sections.

4.3 Case study: cloud liquid water under low

versus high aerosol conditions

As shown in Figure 4.6, the cloud LWP is seen to increase with increasing

aerosol concentration for dry cases only. To observe potential aerosol effects on

clouds while minimizing the effects of natural variability, in this and the follow-

ing sections I focus on only these dry cases, which correspond to a well-defined,
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structured boundary layer. In this analysis, I use all low/high pollution dry days

(Tables 4.1 and 4.2) where available (i.e. large-scale reanalysis and satellite obser-

vations), although observational results from the UAVs are necessarily limited to

the subset of these days when a UAV was flown (Tables 3.1, 4.3). “Low pollution”

cases are defined as having surface CPC measurements less than 1000 cm−3, and

“high pollution” cases are defined as having surface CPC greater than 1500 cm−3.

For clarity, in the following sections these are referred to as Case L and Case H,

respectively. The “moderately polluted” cases (1000<CPC<1500 cm−3) are ex-

cluded from the figures in order to bring focus to the high/low pollution contrast;

however, Table 4.5 shows that these observations consistently fall between Case L

and Case H, and in many cases they are in fact closer to Case H values.

4.3.1 Surface and boundary layer characteristics

The UAV flight data offer particular insights into the possible mechanisms behind

the observed positive correlation between LWP and pollution (Figure 4.6). Figure

4.7 shows the observed Case L and Case H MAC4 flight profiles. Thin lines indi-

cate the individual flights, and the thick line shows the mean of each case. The

differences between the two means (H-L) are shown in Figure 4.8. Note that Case

H is uniformly more polluted through the lower atmosphere up to about 2 km,

at which point average pollution decreases for both cases. This is also true for

BC concentration, which is uniformly higher within the boundary layer for Case

H and lower for Case L, except for one Case L flight which sampled an elevated

plume (as also seen in the CPC profile). Case H exhibits warmer temperatures

throughout the atmospheric column, with the maximum difference between the

two cases occurring around the temperature inversion/cloud layer altitude. The

more polluted cases are also seen to have somewhat higher boundary-layer rela-

tive humidity, and substantially higher free troposphere relative humidity. The

difference in boundary layer relative humidity (H-L) is fairly uniform within the

boundary layer, although the RH increases with altitude for both cases through

the mixed layer. The slight negative values in RH (H-L) around 800 m correspond

to differences in the average height of the sub-cloud mixed layer between the two
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Figure 4.7: Profiles of aerosol (left), temperature (center), and relative humid-
ity (right) from MAC4 for low (Case L; green) and high (Case H; red) pollution
cases. In the left panel, CPC is indicated by the lines, and BC, which required a
period of level flight to obtain an accurate sample, is indicated by colored circles.
Thick lines indicate the mean of all flights. Case H has significantly higher aerosol
concentration at all altitudes, although this does not universally show an elevated
aerosol plume. This case is coincident with warmer atmospheric temperatures and
higher humidity at all altitudes. The difference between H and L means is shown
in Figure 4.8.

cases, which is higher for Case L. Case H then has higher RH above the inversion,

which may partly facilitate the correspondingly larger average cloud water content

in this Case.

It is clear from these figures that higher pollution days are correlated with

both higher water vapor content and higher temperatures in the entire atmospheric

column, particularly around the temperature inversion (∼800-1500 m). While

some of the increase in atmospheric humidity may be attributable to changes in

saturation vapor pressure following Equation 3.9, this is insufficient to explain

either the magnitude of the differences in q for the high versus low pollution cases,

or the observed difference in relative humidity. However, one or several of these
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Figure 4.8: H-L differences in measured MAC4 profiles of CPC, temperature,
and relative humidity.

covarying properties may be responsible for the higher observed cloud LWP.

The summary of the mean values for each pollution case is illustrated by

Figure 4.9, and values can be found in Table 4.5. The parameters shown were cal-

culated based on minute-averaged surface data except for number of cloud events,

cloud LWP, and the cloud base height, which are the averages of all cloud events

occurring under the given conditions. The values obtained by averaging over just

cloudy times are not substantially different from those in Table 4.5. The less

polluted dry cases (Case L) correspond to greater surface wind speed and lower

surface specific and relative humidities, although total-column PWV was not sta-

tistically different. Perhaps most strikingly, Case H shows smaller surface latent

heat flux when compared with low pollution conditions, indicating that the higher

observed atmospheric humidity is not due to increased surface evaporation. It is
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Figure 4.9: Characteristics of Case L versus Case H conditions. By definition Case
H has higher surface aerosol concentration; this is also true for column AOD. Case
H also has higher humidity, lower surface vapor fluxes, and lower wind speed and,
as shown by Figure 4.6, has greater average cloud LWP. The lidar retrievals of cloud
base and boundary layer height and the calculated LCL height are systematically
lower for more polluted conditions.

additionally notable that in the high pollution dry cases, a transition layer is ev-

ident in many flight profiles around 600 m, as in Augstein et al. (1974). This is

distinct from the temperature inversion, which in this case may be seen between

1500 and 2000 m. In contrast, for Case L, there is a lower, more distinct tem-

perature inversion between 1000 and 1500 m, which additionally corresponds to a

much sharper decrease in RH. This study also presents a precedent for a boundary

layer consisting solely of a mixed layer capped by a temperature inversion, without

a subcloud transition layer, as observed in Case L. In the previous study, this was

found to correlate with colder sea surface temperatures, although no mechanistic
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Figure 4.10: Frequency distributions of surface temperature and relative humid-
ity, the calculated LCL, the measured surface LEF, MPL cloud base height, and
cloud liquid water path for low versus high pollution cases.

explanation was offered.

Frequency distributions of some of the more significant parameters for each

case are shown in Figure 4.10. Temperature measured directly at the surface was

not statistically different for the different categories, although this is not inconsis-

tent with the flight data, which shows a smaller difference between the two near

the surface compared with higher altitudes. The increasing AERONET AOD with

increasing surface CPC is an expected result. Due to the non-normal distributions

of many of these parameters (Figure 4.10), the 90th percentile ranges are often

more descriptive of the variability than is a simple standard deviation, although

both metrics are shown in Table 4.5.

It is particularly notable that the measured surface evaporative heat flux–

and thus the amount of water vapor entering the boundary layer from the surface–
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Figure 4.11: MAC4 vertical profiles for low (green) and high (red) pollution cases.
The saturation equivalent potential temperature θ∗e , is shown as dashed lines in
the top right panel. Note that due to missing pressure data in two of the MAC4
flights, the calculated variables are determined using two less flights compared with
Figures 4.7 to 4.9. For consistency these T and RH plots use the same data as
in the calculated panels, and while the mean profiles are quantitatively slightly
different, the high/low difference is essentially unchanged.
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is significantly lower for more polluted cases, which indicates that the cause of the

greater boundary layer humidity is not increased surface fluxes under more pol-

luted conditions. While this is in large part due to the lower observed wind speed

in these high pollution cases, the lower surface fluxes observed during increased

aerosol conditions may partially be a result of surface dimming due to increased at-

mospheric absorption by black carbon and other absorbing aerosols (Ramanathan

and Carmichael, 2008; Stanhill and Cohen, 2001; Wild, 2009).

Figure 4.11 illustrates several additional atmospheric parameters calculated

from the directly measured flight data, which provide insight into the differences

in thermodynamic structure of each case. Note that the relative humidity increase

between the surface and the top of the boundary layer appears to be primarily

due to the change in temperature, as q remains fairly constant within this range.

This is a product of the more strongly-defined boundary layer top with a sharp

drop in RH for Case L. Whereas the RH of Case H decreases more slowly even

for individual flights, the Case L average is higher than H just at the height of

the Case L boundary layer top. This is less pronounced in q or PWV due to the

coincident temperature inversion.

Figure 4.11 also shows the mean difference between H and L for θ and θe.

Around the LCL, the potential temperature profile begins to increase with height,

indicating increased atmospheric stability and the rough upper limit of convection.

The fact that the measured cloud base heights are at roughly this level is indicative

of the importance of atmospheric moisture to the dynamics in the region: while

the region overall is stably stratified at this level, the heterogeneous nature of the

convective trade cumulus regime means that individual moist convective updrafts

commonly have enough latent energy to penetrate some distance through the in-

version. This also means that a moist surface parcel will lose moisture by mixing

with its drier surroundings as it ascends (and more so for drier environmental con-

ditions), as indicated by the approximately 200 m difference between LCL height

and cloud base height.

Profiles of equivalent potential temperature support this interpretation. θe

is constant within the mixed layer as the saturation equivalent potential temper-
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ature (Equation 3.14) decreases with height to the LCL. The layer of saturation,

indicated by values of θe equal to θ∗e , is significantly greater in vertical extent for

the high pollution cases (approximately 200 m thick), whereas the low pollution

profiles barely reach saturation before the temperature inversion. Above this layer

is a sharp increase in θ∗e due to the inversion, coincident with a sudden decrease

in θe due to the sudden decrease in q at the top of the boundary layer. Note

that the intersection of θe and θ∗e is higher for Case L, corresponding to the higher

zLCL and zcb. The increase in θ∗e across the top of the boundary layer is much

greater for Case L than Case H, indicating that the high pollution cases are less

stably stratified. This, in addition to the greater latent potential energy of these

moist parcels, may result in Case H clouds more frequently achieving convection

through the temperature inversion, resulting in thicker (and thus higher LWP)

clouds. While the cloud tops were not directly measured during CARDEX, this

interpretation is corroborated by a statistical analysis of cloud tops in the region

from the CALIPSO satellite (Wilcox et al., 2014), which found higher cloud tops

associated with higher pollution levels.

As it will be used more extensively in the following large-scale analysis, it

is instructive to briefly compare the vertical profiles measured from aircraft with

the ECMWF reanalysis data. Figure 4.12 shows the reanalysis fields of T, RH,

vertical velocity ω, and divergence d. As in Figure 4.5, the left two panels indicate

good agreement with the observed profiles. Both cases indicate strong subsidence

at all levels of the atmosphere, in contrast to the wet versus dry populations shown

in Figure 4.5, with corresponding surface divergence.

These multiple datasets paint a consistent picture of the systematic differ-

ences between low and high pollution cases both at the surface and throughout

the atmospheric column. A more polluted atmosphere is observed to be simultane-

ously warmer, more humid, and more convectively unstable. I further explore the

influence of these covarying conditions on the distinct cloud properties observed.
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Figure 4.12: ECMWF reanalysis fields for Cases L (green) and H (red), dry days
only, for temperature, relative humidity, pressure vertical velocity, and divergence.
Dashed lines indicate individual days, while thick lines indicate the case mean.
The left two panels are consistent with the in situ observations, and the reanalysis
additionally shows strong subsidence in both cases. Case L has stronger surface
divergence, which drops to zero around the inversion, and increases again above
this; Case H has constant divergence through the mixed layer, with upper-level
convergence around 3000 m.
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Table 4.3: CARDEX flights and corresponding surface CPC and total-column
PWV conditions for the aerosol/radiation (MAC4), flux (MAC5), and cloud micro-
physics (MAC6) planes. Conditions are determined by ±2-hourly averages around
the flight time, except for PWV before 5 March, which is the AERONET daily
average. Note that there was no AERONET retrieval on 29 February and the
CPC had a loss of data on 24 March (although the longer time series suggests a
middle-level aerosol amount during the missing period). Actual values for each
flight are shown in Table B.1.

Date MAC4 MAC5 MAC6
Flight Time Flight Time Flight Time

23 Feb 12:30 H,D
24 Feb 12:51 H,D
27 Feb 10:00 H,W
28 Feb 09:00 H,N/A 14:56 H,N/A 12:00 H,N/A
29 Feb 14:53 H,W 09:30 H,W
02 Mar 08:30 H,D 13:29 H,D
03 Mar 12:36 H,D 10:55 H,D
04 Mar 12:30 L,D 09:03 L,D
09 Mar 07:00 M,D

12:00 M,D
10 Mar 10:30 L,D 13:22 L,D 08:30 L,D
11 Mar 09:45 L,D 13:09 L,D 14:30 L,D

17:27 L,D
13 Mar 15:15 M,W 10:14 M,W
14 Mar 12:03 M,W 08:30 M,W
15 Mar 13:30 M,W 10:47 M,W 15:30 M,W

17:07 M,W
17 Mar 12:00 M,W
18 Mar 13:59 M,D 11:00 M,D
19 Mar 15:51 H,D 11:00 H,D

15:30 H,D
20 Mar 14:30 H,D 12:23 H,D 09:45 H,D

14:30 H,D
21 Mar 13:30 M,D 14:18 M,D
23 Mar 08:30 M,D 12:58 M,D 08:30 M,W
24 Mar 09:00 (M),D 13:32 (M),D
25 Mar 09:30 H,D 14:02 H,D 12:00 H,D
26 Mar 09:23 M,D 12:45 H,D
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Table 4.5: Average surface values for low, medium, and high pollution for dry con-
ditions (Cases L, M, and H respectively). LCL is calculated from the approximation
in Equation 3.8. The numbers in parentheses indicate one standard deviation of
the minute-averaged values for which PWV<40kg/m2 and CPC<1000cm−3 (low
pollution), 1000<CPC<1500cm−3 (medium pollution), or CPC>1500cm−3 (high
pollution). Note that, as seen in Figure B.5, some distributions are markedly non-
Gaussian, and as such the standard deviation is not the best metric of variance.

Case L Case M Case H
low,dry med,dry high,dry

Number of cloud events 45 129 89
Cloud LWP (g/m2) 97.5 (19.7) 145 (22.3) 175 (29.2)

75.0-121.8 105.2-163.8 109.0-293.6
PWV (kg/m2) 29.4 (4.2) 31.9 (4.9) 31.2 (4.2)

23.5-34.5 25.4-38.9 26.0-37.0
CPC (cm−3) 767.7 (118.9) 1319.9 (136.9) 1673.9 (169.8)

596-944 1138-1487 1512-1926
AOD500 0.38 (0.28) 0.47 (0.13) 0.50 (0.06)

0.14-0.82 0.26-0.64 0.45-0.56
Wind speed (m/s) 2.86 (1.20) 2.31 (1.31) 1.84 (1.01)

1.43-4.56 0.77-4.25 0.59-3.17
Surface temperature (◦C) 27.97 (0.88) 28.64 (0.89) 28.80 (1.00)

26.84-29.02 27.67-30.07 27.65-30.26
Surface pressure (hPa) 1006.5 (1.3) 1008.0 (1.8) 1009.0 (1.7)

1004.9-1008.4 1005.4-1010.3 1006.8-1011.3
Relative humidity (%) 69.7 (4.2) 76.4 (4.2) 77.4 (4.6)

63.0-76.7 70.4-81.2 71.3-83.5
Specific humidity (g/kg) 16.4 (1.2) 18.7 (0.9) 19.1 (0.9)

15.1-18.3 17.6-19.8 17.9-20.3
Boundary layer height (m) 1270 (173) 912 (161) 784 (84)

1009-1460 667-1054 669-863
Cloud base height (m) 1159 (165) 848 (268) 820 (203)

882-1290 595-1288 590-1077
Lifting condensation level (m) 775 (139) 608 (110) 583 (122)

597-952 481-765 423-746
Latent energy flux (W/m2) 98.5 (63.4) 70.4 (51.5) 61.0 (42.1)

37.4-169.3 5.2-127.8 3.3-113.1
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4.3.2 Relative dependence of LWP on atmospheric tem-

perature and humidity

While the analysis shows that high pollution conditions are coincident with

high temperature and high relative humidity conditions, thus far the analysis has

not determined which, if any, of these properties may be responsible for the ob-

served differences in cloud LWP. I explore the sensitivity of cloud properties to

changes in each of the meteorological terms via the following calculations.

It is first beneficial to explore the relative sensitivity of the LCL (and thus

cloud base height) to temperature and relative humidity variability. The variability

in these terms is shown in Figure B.7. Following Equation 3.8, for a constant RH,

a change in temperature equal to the extremes of the ranges observed only changes

the zLCL by 24 m, whereas for the extremes in observed RH with a constant T,

this effect can change the zLCL by over 500 m. As shown in Table 4.5, the mean

temperature and relative humidity for Case L are TL = 28◦C and RHL = 70%,

while for Case H these values are TH = 29◦C and RHH = 77%. Using these

mean values, changes solely in RH between L and H are found to lower the lifting

condensation level by 200 meters, consistent with observed differences in zLCL.

This compares with a change of approximately 5 meters from a temperature change

only. Thus the LCL is primarily determined by changes in RH. Note that the

calculated zLCL is 200-300 m lower than the zcb indicated by the MPL. As described

previously, this is because surface air parcels will mix with drier, cooler surrounding

air as they ascend to cloud base, a factor which is not accounted for in this idealized

calculation.

Using the above result, I take changing the cloud base height to be a good

proxy for the effect of changing atmospheric RH. I explore the magnitude of each

effect (changing temperature versus changing relative humidity) on the resulting

cloud by calculating adiabatic cloud LWC for clouds of varying thicknesses and

heights using values observed in CARDEX (Figure 4.13; Table 4.6). While trade

cumulus in particular have been observed to be significantly (60 − 90%) subadi-

abatic (Curry and Webster, 1999; Warner, 1955), with subadiabaticity increasing

with cloud thickness, a calculation of the adiabatic liquid water provides a useful
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metric to diagnose the relative magnitude of a given change on the cloud liquid

water content.

Table 4.6 and Figure 4.13 indicate the magnitude of each effect (i.e. inde-

pendently varying the relative humidity and temperature observed in Cases H and

L) on the cloud liquid water content. Temperature is taken to be the measured

mean values TL and TH as shown in Figure 4.13. For RH, zLCL is taken as a proxy

for zcb; for this idealized experiment, the heights zLCL,L and zLCL,H are approx-

imated at 800 m and 600 m, approximately equal to the observed ∆zLCL,(H−L).

In-cloud lapse rates are assumed to be constant at -5.5 K/km.

For a cloud of fixed thickness, lowering the cloud base zcb along the same

temperature profile and raising the cloud base temperature for a fixed zcb have

roughly the same effect on cloud LWP: an increase of 17 and 22 g/m2, respectively.

Both of these changes are effectively negligible given the much larger magnitude of

the observed H-L LWP differences we seek to explain. Thus for clouds of similar

thickness, the higher temperature or relative humidity alone cannot explain the

higher observed cloud water contents of Case H. However, for a lowering of the

cloud base while holding cloud top constant (i.e. thicker clouds), the adiabatic

LWC is found to increase by 350 g/m2. Accounting for average subadiabaticity,

this difference is still ∼200 g/m2. Thus I find the increased cloud LWP for in-

creased pollution cases may only be attributable to a lowering of the cloud base4

due to increased atmospheric relative humidity, rather than changes in tempera-

ture. This is further corroborated by the measured lidar cloud base heights, which

indicated lower average zcb for highly polluted cases (Figure 4.10), as well as the

UAV flight data (Figure 4.14), which indicated systematically lower cloud pene-

trations for high pollution cases. While this is not definitively an indication that

the cloud bases themselves were lower, as the plane penetrated clouds at a va-

riety of altitudes of undetermined distance above zcb, it is nonetheless consistent

with lower cloud bases in Case H. Also note that the MPL cloud bases, either

4Note that a physical thickening of the cloud due to higher cloud tops would have a similar
effect, although the magnitude is calculated to be somewhat smaller: for a 500-meter thick cloud
with cloud base at 800 m, the LWP would be 484 g/m2, for an increase of 306 g/m2 over the
base case. However, the observations suggest that a lowering of the cloud base is at the least a
significant contributing factor to the cloud thickening.
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as measured by the proprietary Sigma Space cloud base algorithm or for zcb de-

termined using a simple threshold in the lidar normalized radiative backscatter,

showed the same high/low pollution distinction, despite having an offset between

the two measurement techniques.

The question then becomes what mechanism or process is responsible for

the greater observed RH coincident with greater pollution levels.

Figure 4.13: Adiabatic temperature profiles (left) and CLWC profiles (right) for
the cases described in the text. Numerical values are given in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6: Adiabatic estimate of cloud liquid water with several different param-
eters. ∆T refers to the deviation from the L profile at zcb (green line in Figure
4.13). The case name refers to the (Temperature)-(Humidity) conditions imposed.
H∗ represents a cloud base height corresponding to Case H, with the additional
condition of cloud top height that of Case L (i.e. thicker clouds).

Case ∆T zcb zct LWP Diff from base case

L-L +0◦C 800 m 1100 m 178.7 g/m2 0 g/m2

H-L +2.1◦C 800 m 1100 m 200.3 g/m2 21.6 g/m2

L-H +0◦C 600 m 900 m 195.2 g/m2 16.5 g/m2

H-H +1.3◦C 600 m 900 m 209.1 g/m2 30.6 g/m2

L-H∗ +0◦C 600 m 1100 m 529.1 g/m2 350.4 g/m2

Figure 4.14: Altitude of cloud retrievals by MAC6 under low (green) and high
(red) pollution cases.
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4.3.3 Factors influencing atmospheric water content

On the large scale, the total amount of water within the boundary layer

atmosphere must be accounted for by one of the sources or sinks, or otherwise be

conserved. That is, for the more humid Case H, there must be some term within

the total water budget to account for the increased water vapor compared with

Case L. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 4.15, as described below:

A. Increased atmospheric 
water vapor content due 

to increased surface 
evaporation 

B. Increased PWV due to 
decreased condensation into 

clouds/less LWC in clouds 

C. Increased PWV from 
decreased top-of-

boundary-layer water loss 
from entrainment 

D. Increased PWV from 
decreased upper-level 
convergence of dry air 
and/or divergence of 
lower-level moist air  

E.  Increased PWV from 
increased atmospheric 

temperatures (Clausius-
Clapeyron) 

F.  Increased PWV 
due to large-scale 

advection from 
wetter regions 

Figure 4.15: Schematic showing a closed water budget.

A. The increased water vapor in Case H may be caused by increased vapor

fluxes into the atmosphere in the form of evaporation from the sea surface.

The measurements of surface fluxes shown in Table 4.5 indicate that this is

not the cause of the difference between Case L and Case H, as the observed

surface vapor fluxes are actually less for Case H.
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B. Increased water vapor may be due to inhibited cloud formation, which would

remove atmospheric water vapor by condensing it into liquid water as clouds.

That is, for a total atmospheric water content qtot = qv+q`, qv may increase if

q` is decreased either due to burnoff of existing clouds or inhibition of cloud

formation. As indicated by Figures 4.6, 4.9, and 4.10 this is not the case

here, as Case H has larger average clouds, i.e. the more humid atmosphere

corresponds to increased atmospheric liquid water content.

C. Increased water vapor may be due to diminished removal of PWV at the

top of the boundary layer, where dry air from above is typically entrained

downward into the boundary layer. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 indicate that Case H

has significantly higher moisture above the level of inversion (approximately

the cloud top level). Thus for the same amount of mechanical entrainment

at the cloud top, this could indicate an overall smaller moisture loss at the

boundary layer top for Case H, as moist air from below would be mixed with

moist air from above, rather than significantly drier air as in Case L.

D. Boundary layer moisture may be removed in a horizontal direction by upper-

level convergence of dry air combined with atmospheric subsidence and corre-

sponding low-level divergence of moist air near the surface (due to conserva-

tion of mass). Thus increased subsidence may indicate a drier boundary layer,

or conversely, decreased subsidence would result in a more humid boundary

layer. The ECMWF reanalysis (Figure 4.12) indicates slightly stronger subsi-

dence throughout the atmospheric column in both cases, with slightly higher

subsidence above the top of the boundary layer in Case H, inconsistent with

this theory.

E. On longer timescales, if the atmospheric temperature increases, it may in-

crease the amount of water vapor in the atmosphere following Equation 3.9.

This may occur, for example, if increased absorbing aerosol within the at-

mosphere causes heating. However, as explored in Chapter 3, the calculated

increase in q due to change in temperature (7%/K; Equation 3.9) is much

lower than the observed increase, which indicates that there must be another
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mechanism also at play. Finally,

F. Large-scale transport may increase atmospheric water vapor by bringing in

air from more moist regions, or conversely transport from drier regions may

decrease atmospheric water vapor on a given day.

Note that this discussion neglects the precipitation term, as drizzle was not ob-

served in these clouds (Section 1.3.2). As described above, several of these terms

have already been eliminated via the observations already discussed. However,

several viable options still remain; indeed, these may not be mutually exclusive.

For example, a high rate of subsidence combined with a coincidently drier free

troposphere may contribute to conditions of lower BL water vapor content as

top-of-cloud turbulence entrains drier air from the top of the entrainment layer,

whereas with a weaker rate of subsidence, entrainment of more moist air at cloud

top may increase the amount of atmospheric water vapor which is retained within

the boundary layer.

The ECMWF reanalysis product combined with the MODIS satellite AOD

product over the CARDEX region offers useful insight into a number of these

mechanisms from a large-scale perspective.

4.3.4 Large-scale variability between low and high pollu-

tion cases

While thus far I have discussed aerosol in terms of the particle number con-

centration as determined by the continuous MCOH ground station measurements,

in the following large-scale analysis I use the satellite-retrieved AOD as a metric

of pollution level; Figure B.2 shows the consistency between these two metrics for

the MCOH CPC and the AERONET AOD.

Figure 4.16 shows the mean MODIS AOD over the CARDEX region for the

average of Case L days (top), Case H days (middle), and Case (H-L) days (bottom

row). The location of MCOH is indicated by a yellow star. From left to right, the

panels show the average AOD for the mean Case L or H days, or for 1, 2, or 3 days

prior to a given day, effectively illustrating the history of the aerosol conditions in
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the region. The bottom row shows the calculated difference between the two means

(H-L). The arrows overlaid on the top two rows indicate the ECMWF average

wind fields at 1000 hPa, showing similar north-northwesterly flow approaching

MCOH in both cases. With increasing altitude, the wind can be seen to change

to a northeasterly direction around the 850 hPa level, although this change occurs

lower in altitude for Case H (∼900 hPa versus ∼800 hPa; Figures B.11 to B.14).

It is evident from this large-scale analysis that the pollution level classifications

as determined by the conditions over MCOH are not necessarily representative of

the region as a whole. Indeed, the MODIS AOD over the CARDEX region for

the mean of all Case L days indicates lower aerosol at MCOH, but high aerosol

concentrations elsewhere in the northern Indian Ocean. This is particularly true

over the Indian subcontinent, where the AOD for Case L is significantly higher in

magnitude than for Case H.

The individual daily composite MODIS (Terra and Aqua) AOD are shown

in Figures B.8 and B.9 to illustrate the range in regional AOD over this time

period.

In Case H and in particular the (H-L) case, it is clear that the region

of high AOD approaches MCOH from the northwest rather than the northeast,

corresponding to the 1000 hPa wind field rather than the 900 or 800 hPa field, and

indicating that lower-level transport is primarily responsible for the high pollution

conditions at MCOH. Elevated plumes, which approach MCOH from the northeast,

are not the major contributor to aerosol loading on these days. It is also notable

that the high aerosol concentration air mass can be seen to dissipate over the 4-day

period, indicating a concentrated source and subsequent dispersion of polluted air

throughout the region as the plume ages. Divergence fields at the 1000 hPa level are

shown in Figure B.10. This indicates that there is greater divergence for the low-

pollution cases, which may contribute somewhat to dilution, but the location of the

aerosol indicated by MODIS suggests that the dominant factor distinguishing the

two cases is not dilution of the aerosol mass, but rather differences in circulation

which prevents the mass from arriving at MCOH during the low pollution cases.

Figure 4.17 shows these three cases (L, H, and H-L) for the ECMWF 1000
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hPa temperature field. Similar to the AOD shown in Figure 4.16, the high temper-

atures in Case H are seen to be concentrated in a region which approaches MCOH

from the north. As with AOD, the temperature field is seen to slightly dissipate

over these four days, although its remarkable spatial coincidence with the maxi-

mum AOD is strongly suggestive of atmospheric heating due to absorbing aerosol.

This heating pattern is similar but weaker in the 900 hPa field (Figure B.11) and

nonexistent at 800 hPa altitude (Figure B.12).

Figure 4.18 shows the 1000 hPa RH reanalysis field. As in the previous two

figures, there is a strong contrast between Case H and Case L: the H-L indicates

that Case H corresponds to an air mass of high RH approaching MCOH over the

four days prior to the given event. However, in contrast to the previous two figures,

the region of highest RH difference is seen to lag the high AOD/high temperature

region by approximately 1 day. That is, a region of higher RH is seen to be small

at -3 days, and subsequently strengthens in magnitude and extent, approximately

coincident in location with the maximum AOD/temperature, in the time leading

up to H/L (Figure 4.19). This lagged intensification of RH over the 4-day period

suggests that some effect within the polluted air mass may be acting to increase its

moisture content even as the air mass disperses. This is not present for higher-level

RH fields (Figures B.13 and B.14).
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Figure 4.16: Average daily MODIS AOD for (top row) Case L, (middle row)
Case H, and (bottom row) the difference between the two. Note that this includes
all Case L and Case H days as identified in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, rather than solely
the ones on which a UAV was flown. The color scale is the same in Case L and
Case H, and the yellow star indicates the location of MCOH. From left to right, the
columns are 0, 1, 2, or 3 days prior to a given classification. Note that while Case H
corresponds to higher AOD over MCOH, Case L sees higher AOD over the Indian
subcontinent. In Case H, the air mass of high aerosol concentration is seen to move
south-southeastward to arrive over MCOH. This corresponds to the HYSPLIT and
ECMWF low-level trajectories, indicating that upper-level pollution transport is
not dominant in these cases.
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Figure 4.17: ECMWF 1000 hPa temperature for Case L, Case H, and the differ-
ence between the two for 0, 1, 2, and 3 days prior.
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Figure 4.18: ECMWF relative humidity at 1000hPa for low pollution days, high
pollution days, and the difference H-L, overlaid with winds.
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Figure 4.19: As in Figures 4.16-4.18, the difference in high minus low pollution
conditions for MODIS AOD (top row) and ECMWF temperature and relative
humidity at 1000 hPa (approximately 75m). The 1-day lag between maximum
AOD and temperature, and maximum relative humidity is evident in the day-to-
day progression.
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4.3.5 Correlation between large-scale aerosol and temper-

ature and humidity patterns

The analysis of Figures 4.16 through 4.19 suggests that regions of high

temperature are coincident with aerosol, while high humidity overall lags the time

of maximum aerosol. I systematically explore this relationship with Figures 4.20

and 4.21.

For both pollution cases, there is a region of statistically-significant corre-

lation (95% level, indicated by hatching) between both AOD and T, and AOD

and RH. These correlation coefficients were determined by calculating the corre-

lation R for each latitude/longitude point using the relationship between all days

in question (i.e. all H or all L days). Figure 4.20 shows a region of high cor-

relation which is positive and significant over much of the Arabian Sea (source

region to MCOH). The AOD-T correlation is less strong in absolute magnitude for

Case H, but is significant over a broader spatial extent, while Case L suggests a

stronger correlation concentrated in a smaller region of the Arabian Sea. That is,

the high pollution, high temperature air mass remains concentrated to the north

rather than spreading– and dispersing– southward towards MCOH. Indeed, the

regionally-averaged AOD difference between the two cases over the region is only

0.05, a factor of 2-3 smaller than the maximum H-L difference. The correlation

weakens in both magnitude and area of significance between Day H-2 and Day H,

which further suggests a dispersion of the polluted air mass in Case H. This is

consistent with the interpretation of Figure 4.19.

The relationship between AOD and RH exhibits the same pattern between

high and low pollution in certain respects: Case H has a weaker correlation over a

larger region, whereas Case L is concentrated in a smaller, more highly-correlated

region. However, this relationship differs significantly from the temperature plots

in that instead of dispersing in the 1-2 days prior to Case H, the correlation between

AOD and RH is seen to strengthen during this period. A possible interpretation

of this is that the more polluted air mass is inducing higher relative humidity as it

ages, although further study is needed in order to establish the causal mechanisms

behind this.
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High days 

Figure 4.20: Correlation between AOD and 1000 hPa temperature for days lead-
ing up to high- (left) or low-pollution (right) events. The bottom row indicates
the average of the days classified as a particular pollution event, while the middle
and upper rows indicate one and two days prior, respectively. Hatching indicates
a statistical significance at the 95% level.
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Figure 4.21: Correlation between AOD and 1000 hPa relative humidity for days
leading up to high- (left) or low-pollution (right) events. The bottom row indicates
the average of the days classified as a particular pollution event, while the middle
and upper rows indicate one and two days prior, respectively. Hatching indicates
a statistical significance at the 95% level.
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Figure 4.22: Lagged correlation between AOD and relative humidity (1000 hPa)
for all days. Hatching indicates statistical significance at the 99% level.
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Figure 4.23: Lagged correlation between AOD and temperature (1000 hPa) for
all days. Hatching indicates statistical significance at the 99% level.
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Figures 4.22 and 4.23 show the relationship between the reanalysis RH and

MODIS AOD, and between the reanalysis T and MODIS AOD for -4 to +4 days

offset (lag/lead) for all days. In panel 3 of Figure 4.22 (MODIS lag -2, i.e. AOD

from two days before RH), a correlation starts to become evident; the RH is signif-

icantly correlated with aerosol conditions from two days prior. Note that although

this is an Eulerian analysis, there is still a substantial region showing statistical

significance at the 99% level (indicated by hatching), even as the air mass has ad-

vected southward. In comparing this with the T/AOD correlation (Figure 4.23), a

small correlation appears at Day -2, strengthens on Day -1 and persists for several

days. Compared with the lag correlations for just Case H or Case L days, the H

cases are consistent with the correlations seen over all days, whereas Case L again

exhibits an interesting pattern of higher significant correlation over a smaller area.

Given the Eulerian nature of this particular analysis, this suggests that in Case L,

large-scale circulation may be responsible for confining high pollution in the region

to the north of MCOH rather than allowing for southward advection and disper-

sion over the larger area. The smaller region of significant negative correlation to

the east of the subcontinent may be explained by low atmosphere/surface dim-

ming due to an elevated aerosol plume; at higher altitudes, for example at 875 hPa

(z ≈ 1250 m), the AOD and temperature T875 show a strong positive correlation

in this region. The significant negative correlation between AOD and RH to the

south of MCOH is likely associated with deep convective systems on the ITCZ,

with low aerosol conditions and high rates of evaporation. Thus the analysis indi-

cates that large-scale transport of coincidently high-pollution, high-temperature,

and high-humidity air masses from northerly sources is responsible for the higher

RH observed at MCOH during Case H, and thus for the thicker clouds observed

during these times.

A regionally-averaged analysis is additionally consistent with this interpre-

tation. The regionally-averaged RH and T at 1000 hPa along with AOD averaged

over the entire Arabian Sea region shows that for five days prior to an event (Figure

B.15), the aerosol increases over the region as a whole at a rate that is faster for H

than for L. The temperature also increases leading up to an event, hitting a max-
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imum which is coincident with the maximum observed AOD. The RH increases

during this time period and shows a continued increase even after the peak AOD

and T. This again suggests a delayed effect in the RH in response to the aerosol.

Analysis from HYSPLIT back trajectories additionally shows the near-

surface flow originating from the north/northwest region, with the upper-level flow

under high pollution conditions in particular originating primarily from over the

subcontinent, consistent with the results of Section 4.1. Low pollution conditions

exhibit less extended back trajectories, i.e. lower wind speed above the boundary

layer, but come from generally the same direction. However, this shows no clear

meteorological distinction between the two cases within the boundary layer itself

which might explain the difference between the cases, although upper-level humid-

ity also appears to increase with time for the high pollution cases even as the air

is subsiding, which may possibly indicative of increased mixing from within the

boundary layer. Further study of the large-scale context is necessary to more fully

explore the potential meteorological influences on the low/high pollution distinc-

tion and on the aerosol-humidity relationship.

4.3.6 Aerosol effects on atmospheric humidity

Given the nature of the lagged correlations with relative humidity, it is

worthwhile to explore potential mechanisms by which high aerosol conditions may

induce high humidity.

A study by Jiang et al. (2009) found that increased pollution corresponded

to an increased amount of spatially smaller clouds, with correspondingly shorter

lifetimes, although on an individual scale these polluted clouds also had greater

LWP. They attributed this result to invigorated convection which made more,

smaller, and deeper clouds, with stronger evaporation on the cloud edges. This

additionally resulted in decreased cloud fraction, in part because satellite footprints

and model grids are typically too coarse to resolve many of these smaller clouds.

Such an effect may explain the discrepancy between the MWR measurements and

the ECMWF reanalysis, which would be unable to resolve small clouds such as

those observed in CARDEX. Formation and evaporation of more, smaller clouds
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of high LWC may humidify the boundary layer in high pollution cases, whereas the

less polluted/larger cloud cases may have enough energy to penetrate and transfer

moisture to the drier free troposphere above.

Further exploration of the observed aerosol-humidity relationship and po-

tential mechanisms to explain their lagged correlation is a topic of future work.

4.4 Conclusion

With Figure 4.6 I presented an intriguing correlation between boundary-

layer aerosol concentration and total-column cloud liquid water for the so-called

“dry” (low-PWV) cases observed during CARDEX. With the goal of explaining

this, I first turned to the continuous surface-based measurements at MCOH as

well as the vertical aircraft profiles, which together indicate that high-pollution

conditions are systematically warmer and more humid than the low-pollution con-

ditions both at the surface and throughout the atmospheric column. Due to this,

the lifting condensation level, and consequently the cloud base height, is found

to be on average 200 meters lower for Case H, a result which was additionally

corroborated by measurements from the aircraft cloud payload and the MPL. A

systematic analysis indicates that only a thickening of the clouds, produced by a

lowering of the cloud base, could be responsible for the magnitude of difference in

the measured cloud LWP between clean and polluted cases. The higher RH as-

sociated with higher pollution is the only likely cause of the lower observed cloud

bases.

On the large scale, prevailing winds are seen to arrive at MCOH from the

north in both pollution cases. There is a statistically-significant correlation be-

tween observed AOD, temperature, and relative humidity. This indicates that the

same large-scale advection that brings high aerosol conditions from the emission

source to MCOH also brings high T and high RH conditions. However, strong

spatial and temporal correlations between AOD and T may indicate the presence

of absorbing aerosols (black carbon) heating the lower atmospheric column, and

increased lag in the maximum correlation between AOD and RH suggests a po-
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tential aerosol effect on atmospheric humidity. Further exploration into possible

mechanisms responsible for this relationship is an intriguing avenue of future study.

The main results of this chapter may be summarized as follows:

• My analysis of CARDEX indicates a statistically-significant correlation be-

tween boundary-layer aerosol concentration and total-column cloud liquid

water (Figure 4.6); polluted clouds have LWP that is greater by nearly a

factor of two on average. This result is in contrast to the traditional frame-

work for quantifying aerosol-induced cloud brightening, in which the LWP is

taken to be constant.

• A likely candidate for the observed increase in cloud LWP is increased evap-

oration from the sea surface. New measurements made during CARDEX

indicated that the evaporative surface fluxes were in fact significantly lower

for higher pollution cases (possibly due to surface dimming due to aerosol

loading), and thus was not the cause of this observed difference.

• Via aircraft and surface measurements and reanalysis data, I found the atmo-

sphere to be warmer under more polluted conditions. The strong correlation

between aerosol and temperature indicates that BC warming is a likely cause

of this increased temperature.

• In addition to higher temperature under high pollution conditions, I find

that there is substantially higher atmospheric RH under polluted conditions.

I showed that this increase in RH was the only potential factor which could

account for the magnitude of the observed greater polluted cloud LWP com-

pared with low pollution conditions. This was due to a lowering of the LCL

and thus the cloud base height.

• The high-pollution air mass arriving at MCOH is simultaneously of high

temperature, and high humidity. Thus the same air mass that brings highly

polluted conditions to MCOH also brings more humid air to the observatory.

The maximum correlation between AOD and RH shows a 1-day lag; the air

flow patterns indicate that this is the same air mass.
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Thus while the increased cloud LWP observed for increased aerosol is attributable

to the effects of increased atmospheric humidity, aerosol may be indirectly respon-

sible for the greater LWP under polluted conditions. While the observed lagged

correlation does not necessarily indicate a causal relationship, it is possible that

an effect of aerosol within the air mass is to enhance or maintain the observed

high humidity, thus increasing LWP and by extension cloud albedo in the region.

Potential mechanisms for this are an avenue for further study.

This chapter, in part, is currently being prepared for submission for publi-

cation. The coauthors on this work were Eric M. Wilcox, P.S. Praveen, Richard

M. Thomas, Frida A.-M. Bender, Yan Feng, and Veerabhadran Ramanathan. I

was the primary investigator and author of this work.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Summary

In Chapter 2, I used two independent satellite data records, SSM/I sea ice

cover and CERES planetary albedo, to calculate the amount of albedo decrease

that has resulted from the declining Arctic sea ice. Using the remarkable agreement

between the two datasets during the CERES record, I extend the albedo record

back in time an additional 22 years, to the beginning of the sea ice data record. I

find that during 1979-2011 the Arctic darkened sufficiently to cause an increase in

solar energy input into the Arctic Ocean region of 6.4±0.9 W/m2, equivalent to an

increase of 0.21±0.03 W/m2 averaged over the globe. This forcing value is 25% as

large as the radiative forcing due to carbon dioxide increases over this same period,

and shows that the planetary darkening effect of the vanishing sea ice represents

a substantial climate forcing that is not offset by cloud albedo feedbacks or other

processes.

In Chapter 3, I used in situ aircraft and ground-based measurements taken

from an observatory in the northern Maldives in the northern Indian Ocean to

characterize the mean state of the atmosphere in terms of pollution level, ther-

modynamic structure, and cloud properties. In Chapter 4, I examined several

populations within the dataset, and analyzed the characteristics of each.

Atmospheric flow was observed to originate predominantly from the pol-

luted region to the north of the observatory (Arabian Sea), with limited instances
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of easterly flow originating from the Bay of Bengal. A good deal of variability

around the mean state was observed in surface-measured parameters, particularly

aerosol, temperature, humidity, and in particular surface latent heat fluxes, which

had not been previously measured in the area. Latent energy flux, indicative of

the amount of surface evaporation in this region, ranged from 0 to 140 W/m2, on

a discernible diurnal cycle.

In the measured thermodynamic profiles, the largest variability among the

flights was in the observed temperature profiles, and occurred around the tem-

perature inversion capping the mixed layer. The inversion was coincident with a

strong decrease in atmospheric water vapor. Cases which lacked a temperature

inversion (“wet” cases, for the observed higher total-column PWV) also exhibited

higher moisture in the free troposphere. These cases were associated with east-

erly upper-level flow rising from the boundary layer to the 2-3 km range. Aerosol

vertical profiles exhibited a great deal of variability throughout the atmospheric

column (roughly a factor of two), and they were not overwhelmingly dominated

by northwesterly upper-level aerosol plumes from the subcontinent.

Measurements indicated that observed clouds were predominantly shallow

cumulus of LWP < 200 g/m2, although several larger clouds were observed. Cloud

bases were observed to be slightly below the base of the temperature inversion, but

many larger clouds likely penetrated into the inversion. After excluding the less-

structured “wet” atmospheric cases, a positive correlation was observed between

aerosol number concentration and cloud-averaged LWP; that is, higher pollution

was observed to be associated with greater cloud water content by nearly a factor

of two. These observations indicate an effect which runs counter to the conven-

tional thinking on aerosol-cloud interactions (first indirect effect and semi-direct

cloud burnoff effect). Further analysis showed that high pollution cases were also

correlated with increased boundary-layer temperatures, humidities, slower wind

speed, and lower cloud bases. Strikingly, high pollution was additionally corre-

lated with lower measured surface fluxes, indicating that the coincident boundary

layer humidity was not a result of increased surface evaporation.

Through a process of elimination, it was determined that only the effect of
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increased boundary-layer humidity lowering the cloud base could be responsible for

the higher observed cloud liquid water in the polluted cases. Large-scale analysis

indicated that the high pollution cases originated with a highly-polluted air mass

approaching MCOH from a northwesterly direction; this polluted mass was within

the boundary layer and also exhibited higher temperatures and humidity, although

the latter was observed to develop rather than disperse along with the air mass.

A statistical analysis indicates that the AOD-RH relationship is lagged; therefore,

it is possible that an effect of aerosol within this air mass– possibly enhanced

convective processing by small cumulus clouds– acts to enhance or maintain the

observed high humidity, and thus influence the LWP of the resulting clouds.

5.2 The global climate context and future direc-

tions

The Earth’s climate system is a complex one, with interrelated phenomena

and effects. Here I have sought to characterize two important aspects of this

system: the change in Arctic albedo due to the recent dramatic ice retreat which

is at least partly attributable to anthropogenic greenhouse gases; and the effect of

anthropogenic aerosol on tropical trade cumulus clouds. While these two studies

may appear highly disparate, they in fact represent two sides, albeit extreme sides,

of the same albedo coin. The first uses passive satellite measurements of Arctic

sea ice for a large-scale, long-term, broad picture of an albedo change; the second

uses high-resolution in situ measurements of aerosol and clouds within a highly

convective and dynamic regime, changing on orders of minutes and meters. The

results I present here further the scientific understanding of the Earth system

by using real observations. Observational verification of theoretical or modeled

effects is always necessary for a complete understanding of a system, and further,

understanding of the extremes is beneficial to understanding the wide range in

between. Given this broad range, there are several additional directions which

could be pursued in future work.

One of the clearest next steps from this dissertation would be to address the
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question of aerosol effects in the Arctic. While the Arctic haze (and subsequent soot

deposition) is a documented phenomenon (e.g. Quinn et al. 2007), quantitative

analyses of its effects over the Arctic are limited by the measurements: ground

stations are sparse, field campaigns are expensive and infrequent, and satellites

have a coarse resolution that makes discerning such effects difficult. It would be

necessary to conduct a study which synthesizes the available observation types to

better understand the regional climate as a whole. Understanding the range of

potential aerosol-cloud interactions in the context of a different environment may

help to set the stage for extension to these more challenging regimes.

One of the most interesting results to come out of CARDEX was the finding

that increased cloud liquid water correlated with increased pollution– counter to

the expected result, especially in the presence of large concentrations of absorbing

aerosol. This challenges the traditional framework in which the Twomey effect is

assessed– that is, albedo effects are expressed under constant LWP conditions. The

additional finding that increased LWP could not be attributed to increased surface

evaporation may have significant implications for the hydrological cycle, in partic-

ular as this is expected to change in a number of ways with future anthropogenic

climate changes (Hartmann et al., 2013).

The analysis thus far has not provided a satisfactory answer to the ob-

served lagged relationship between aerosol and humidity. While I suggested some

possibilities, further analysis of additional Indian Ocean data– or perhaps obser-

vations from other regimes looking for the same signal– could potentially find a

more satisfying explanation for this.



Appendix A

Arctic: Discussion of data

uncertainty

Total least squares regression accounts for uncertainty in both the predictor

and the response, unlike ordinary least squares which allows uncertainty only in

the response, and it is the maximum likelihood estimator when both variables

are normalized by the standard deviations of their normally distributed errors.

We assume a 0.15% random error in upwelling shortwave radiation over the Arctic

Ocean region based on the published CERES random error in the Arctic (Kato and

Loeb, 2005) and a spatial correlation of errors in individual retrievals of 100km, and

we assume a 0.3% random error in total Arctic sea ice extent1. Thus in the total

least squares regression we use a ratio of errors between albedo and ice of 0.15/0.3

times the ratio between the mean quantities during 2000-2011 for each region and

month. Similarly, for the total least squares regression between total-sky and

clear-sky albedo, we use a ratio of errors equivalent to the ratio of mean quantities

during 2000-2011. We ultimately subtract the mean from all quantities before

performing the regressions in order to center the distributions. Each regression

estimates a slope and intercept (this special case of total least squares regression

is called Deming regression).

Analysis by the CERES team found the instrument to be stable to within 0.3

1Available in the NSIDC documentation: Frequently Asked Questions on Arctic Sea Ice.
Available at http://nsidc.org/arcticseaicenews/faq/#error bars
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W/m2 decade−1 (Loeb et al., 2007b), with small biases from various calibration and

data processing algorithms (Loeb et al., 2009). While some CERES data products

such as the Energy Balanced and Filled (EBAF) product have used reanalysis

to obtain a net TOA flux imbalance consistent with the ocean heat content (Loeb

et al., 2012), in the present study we use the unadjusted CERES SSF data product,

which includes a 4.2 W/m2 bias in shortwave which is attributed to instrument

calibration uncertainties (Loeb et al., 2007a).

The global bias in shortwave fluxes due to uncertainties in the angular dis-

tribution model (ADM) used to convert measured radiances to fluxes is negligible

at 0.2 W/m2, although the regional root-mean-square error in TOA shortwave

from this source is higher in Arctic regions and varies with season, from a regional

average of 0.8 W/m2 in April up to a regional average of 3.3 W/m2 in July (Loeb

et al., 2007a). We estimate the sum of all uncertainties, when converted from

fluxes to units of percent albedo, to be up to 2%, as shown on Figure 2. These

error bars are calculated by summing all known and unknown sources of bias as

detailed in Loeb et al. (2009), which results in a bias of primarily unknown sign

(-1.29 to 0.91 W/m2) in the outgoing shortwave radiation and a bias primarily of

known sign (low bias) in the solar incidence (1.290.2 W/m2). This gives an un-

certainty in annually-averaged albedo of -1% to 0.3%, with a monthly uncertainty

range between -1.15% and 0.8%. With the addition of ADM uncertainty in outgo-

ing solar as detailed by Loeb et al. (2007a), the summer uncertainties increase to

approximately 1.5%. Further details on the sources of uncertainty in the CERES

dataset can be found in extensive documentation by the CERES science team2 and

in the literature, particularly in Loeb et al. (2009) and Loeb et al. (2007a).

The retrieval accuracy for sea ice fraction is estimated to be 7.5% (5-10%)3.

The instrument biases are not included in the estimate of trend error, as

this analysis focuses on changes over time, and the effect of bias should be mini-

mal. It is nonetheless worth noting that an unaccounted-for source of uncertainty

2CERES Science Team Data Quality Summary, available at
http://ceres.larc.nasa.gov/documents/DQ summaries/CERES SSF1deg-lite Ed2.6 DQS.pdf

3NSIDC documentation, available at http://nsidc. org/data/docs/daac/nsidc0079 bootstrap
seaice.gd.html.
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in our estimate may be in the clear-sky scene identification. The CERES cloud

products-and by extension the clear-sky products-are derived utilizing retrievals

from the MODIS (Moderate-resolution Infrared Spectrometer) instruments aboard

the same satellites. As MODIS is a passive sensor, it may have difficulties distin-

guishing between cloud and ice surfaces (Ackerman et al., 2008). However, previ-

ous studies have found good qualitative agreement between MODIS retrievals and

CloudSat/CALIPSO cloud retrievals (Kay and L’Ecuyer, 2013), and the patterns

of cloud fraction from CERES/MODIS are also consistent with those calculated

using the AVHRR Polar Pathfinder APP-x dataset (Wang and Key, 2005).

We include error bars in the 1979-1999 albedo estimates based on accounting

for the clear-sky albedo departing from a linear relationship with ice cover and the

total-sky albedo departing from a linear relationship with clear-sky albedo. This

assumes that the instrumental errors are negligible compared with these uncer-

tainties. As such, we perform 10,000 Monte Carlo realizations in which the values

of the regression coefficients (2 slopes and 2 intercepts for each region and month)

are perturbed by pseudorandom numbers drawn from a normal distribution with

a standard deviation equal to the 68% confidence interval for each regression co-

efficient calculated using the jackknife standard error. Albedos greater than 100%

or less than 0% are set equal to 100% or 0%, respectively. The uncertainties in

the text are given as plus or minus one standard deviation of the Monte Carlo

realizations. In Figure 2.9, the error bar is calculated as the root-mean-square

of the 1979-1999 yearly values of the standard deviation among the Monte Carlo

realizations.

Changes over time in albedo and absorbed flux are calculated using an ordi-

nary least squares linear fit with time, which effectively assumes that the quantities

change linearly with time. Alternatively, using twice the difference between the

mean of the second half of the record and the mean of the first half of the record

(i.e. the mean of 1996-2011 minus the mean of 1979-1994), a definition of change

that does not assume linearity, yields nearly identical results: the change in ab-

sorbed flux is 6.4±1.0 W/m2 using the difference between means, compared with

6.4±0.9 W/m2 using a linear fit as in the main text.



Appendix B

CARDEX: Supplementary figures

and discussion

Figure B.1: As Figure 3.7, scaled to illustrate the running mean background
value (green) used to determine cloud-flagged values (cyan) from MWR QC’d
values (black).
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Figure B.2: Comparison of measurements by the MCOH instruments for a. CPC
versus AOD500, b. CPC versus nephelometer scattering at 550nm, and c. neph-
elometer versus AOD. Data is hourly averages. There is good agreement between
the three, except for some high-AOD, low-surface value retrievals which occurred
towards the beginning of March and may be explained by the presence of elevated
plumes such as the one observed on 11 March 2012 by the MAC4 UAV.
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Figure B.3: Cloud base height versus boundary layer height as measured by the
micropulse lidar for (a) 2-minute MPL data and (b) cloud events which were also
observed by the MWR. Different colors indicate different pollution and humidity
conditions. The diagonal dashed line indicates where cloud base is at the top of
the boundary layer. As shown in Figure 3.18, most clouds were observed to be
100-200 m below the boundary layer height, although in several cases, particularly
those with low pollution, cloud bases were above boundary layer height.
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Figure B.4: Cloud average-peak LWP of all clouds observed during CARDEX
as a function of measured variables averaged over a cloud event. Except for a
weak correlation between LWP and relative humidity (R = 0.38), there were no
correlations between cloud LWP and surface or column atmospheric variables that
were discernible outside the natural variability over this period.
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Figure B.5: Distributions of MCOH variables on minute-resolution for low
(PWV<40 kg/m2, cyan) and high (PWV>40 kg/m2, blue) water vapor conditions.
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Figure B.6: Droplet distributions measured from the MAC6 aircraft for low (blue)
and high (red) pollution cases. Individual plots indicate the frequency of droplet
retrievals with the given radius for each category. There were no droplets large
enough to be considered drizzle (&500 µm) even under low pollution conditions,
indicating no drizzle suppression mechanism. However, the largest droplet bins
showed an increase in the high pollution cases despite a decrease in the average
droplet size for these cases.
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Figure B.7: Variability in temperature and relative humidity for low versus high
pollution conditions.
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Figure B.8: Daily composite MODIS AOD500 for 1 Feb through 1 March 2012.
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Figure B.9: Daily composite MODIS AOD500 for 2 March through 31 March
2012.
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Figure B.10: ECMWF 1000 hPa divergence (s−1) for Case L, Case H, and the
difference between the two for 0, 1, 2, and 3 days prior, overlaid with the average
wind field for each case.
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Figure B.11: ECMWF 900 hPa temperature for Case L, Case H, and the differ-
ence between the two for 0, 1, 2, and 3 days prior, overlaid with the average wind
field for each case.
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Figure B.12: ECMWF 800 hPa temperature for Case L, Case H, and the differ-
ence between the two for 0, 1, 2, and 3 days prior., overlaid with the average wind
field for each case
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Figure B.13: ECMWF relative humidity at 900hPa for low pollution days, high
pollution days, and the difference H-L, overlaid with winds.
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Figure B.14: ECMWF relative humidity at 800hPa for low pollution days, high
pollution days, and the difference H-L, overlaid with winds.
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Table B.1: CARDEX flights and corresponding surface CPC and total-column
PWV values for the aerosol/radiation (MAC4), flux (MAC5), and cloud micro-
physics (MAC6) planes. Conditions are determined by ±2-hourly averages around
the flight time, except for PWV before 5 March, which is the AERONET daily
average. Note that there was no AERONET retrieval on 29 February and the
CPC had a loss of data on 24 March (although the larger time series suggests a
middle-level aerosol amount during the missing period).

Date MAC4 MAC5 MAC6
CPC PWV CPC PWV CPC PWV

(cm−3) (kg/m2) (cm−3) (kg/m2) (cm−3) (kg/m2)

23 Feb 1705 28.7
24 Feb 3052 27.8
27 Feb 2048 44.9
28 Feb 2212 N/A 2141 N/A 2063 N/A
29 Feb 2109 44.0 2243 44.0
02 Mar 2076 32.6 2076 32.6
03 Mar 1686 32.8 1940 32.8
04 Mar 842 22.5 993 22.5
09 Mar 1281 33.8

1199 30.1
10 Mar 776 23.1 809 24.4 833 25.9
11 Mar 709 36.4 679 34.1 699 36.1

786 39.3
13 Mar 1474 59.5 1012 57.3
14 Mar 1408 50.6 1393 59.1
15 Mar 1286 46.8 1305 45.8 1374 44.3

1193 45.4
17 Mar 1219 45.0
18 Mar 1449 39.4 1352 39.8
19 Mar 1912 33.9 1954 35.2

1918 34.2
20 Mar 1511 29.0 1741 31.8 1813 30.7

1619 32.6
21 Mar 1465 30.3 1495 30.7
23 Mar 1217 37.5 1218 38.0 1224 40.7
24 Mar N/A 35.7 N/A 35.7
25 Mar 1564 24.8 1575 25.4 1580 26.7
26 Mar 1498 27.0 1522 27.2
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Figure B.15: Regionally-averaged AOD, RH, and T for H-L for the five days
leading up to an event.
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